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Horizons 

Literally, the horizon is the line where apparently

earth and sky meet. It is the boundary of one's field of

vision and, as one moves about, this boundary recedes in front

and closes in behind so that, for different stand points, there

are different horizons. Moreover, for each different

standpoint and horizon, there are different divisions of the

totality of visible objects. Beyond the horizon lie the

objects that, at least for the moment, cannot be seen .
v

Within the horizon lie the objects that can now be seen.

As our field of vision, so too the range of our interests
are

and the scope of our knowledge =A bounded. As fields of vision

vary with one's standpoint, so too the range of one's interests

and the scope of one's knowledge vary with the period in which
and milieu,

one lives, one's social background one's education and personal

development. So k i-6.4iAttek there has arisen a metaphorical

or analogous meaning of the word, horizon. In this mnai.agommm

sense what lies beyond one's horizon is simply outside the

range of one's interests and knowledge; and what lies within

one's horizon is in some measure,' great or small, anii object

of interest and of knowledge.

Differences in horizon may be complementary, genetic,

or dialectical. Workers, foremen supervisors, technicians,

engineers, managers, doctors, lawyers, professors have different

interests. They live, in a sense, in different worlds and

each is familiar with his own world. But each also knows

about the others; each recognizes some need for the others;

none is ready to take over the others' task. So their many

horizons in some measure include one another and, for the rest,

1
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complement one another. They are complementary horizons

that together make up a single, communal world.

Next, Horizons may differ genetically. They are related

illtaliMblpi-Obbg-g-:o4 as successive stages in some process of
EachA I ,

development. `:;'. Alater stage presupposes 	 earlier stages
them	 them.

partly to include/ i and partly to transform,a . But precisely
they are	 no

because isa=a2lie. earlier and 	 later, teheiN two are fit'

simultaneous. They are parts, not a of single, communal
biography or

world, but of a single history.

Thirdly, horizons may be opposed dialectically. Each

has some awareness of the other and so each, in a manner,

includes the other. But inclusion is also negation and

rejection. For the other's horizon, at least in part, is

attributed to wishful thinking, to an acceptance of myth,

to ignorance or fallacy, to blindness or illusion, W

to backwardness or immaturity, to infidelity, bad will,

or a refusal of God's grace. Such a rejection of the other

may be passionate, and then the suggestion that openness is

desirable may make one furious. But, again, rejection may

have the firmness of ice without any trace of passion or

even any show of feeling except perhaps a wan smile. Both

genocide and palmistry may be beyond the pale but, while the

former is execrated, the latter is ignored.
so much

There are further differences that regard, notAextent.
inner

and con tent, but ratherAstructure and organization. One

may be more concerned with val'aes than with uatisfactions

or, inversely, more with satisfactions than with values.

Identical lists of values may be arranged in different hierarchies,

and identical lists of satisfactions found in different
^

scales of preferences. Again, madwarsmmna one's concern with  

C 0
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of fact about particular individuals or groups. That is

the task of historians and field-workers. Ours is the prior

methodological concern. What are the questions to be asked?

What precisely do these questions mean? Are these questions
related

soAk a	 that the several answers,'; fi whether positive or

negative, will come together to form a single, coherent,

interconnected	 picture?

The basis from which we derive our questions will be, of

course, transcendental method. It appals to our intentional

consciousness as structure and content, as open, dynamic,

normative. Considering it in itself and in human situations
basic

generally, one is led to the4questions that occur to men and,

as answered one way or another, determine their horizons.

Self—transcendence 

One can live in a world, have a horizon, just in the

measure that one is not locked up within oneself. A first

step in this liberation is the senstitivity we share with

the higher animals. But while they are confined to a habitat, we

live within a universe because, beyond sensitivity, we question

and our questioning is unrestricted. First, there are questions

for intelligence; we ask what and why and how and how often;

and our answers unify and relate, classify and construct,

serialize and generalize. From the narrow strip of space-time open

to immediate experience we move towards the construction
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of a world-view and towards the exploration of what we
On questions for intelligence follow

ourselves could be and do. Cam- ^.- s.r co.nel,Ieve3.--aun 	 s
questions
a7; for reflection; we move beyond imagination and guess-work,

idea and hypothesis, theory and system, to ask whether or
really	 really

not thisAis so or that could be. Now self-transcendence

takes on a new meaning. It not merely goes beyond the

subject but also seeks what is independent of the subject.

For a judgement that this or that really is so reports,

not what appears to me, not what I imagine, not what I think,

not what I would be inclined to say, not what seems to be so,

but what is so. Still such self-transcendence is only

intentional; it is in the order not of doing but only of
final

knowing.	 It is on theAt414.rZ level of questions for

deliberation that self-transcendence becomes real. For

when we ask whether this or that is worth while, whether

it is not just apparently but truly good, then we are

^,ri^-►ai-^i-Y;g—n^`t	 s-i-yes-^^ōt--^^e^f-egl^,bo*rt-Li^l^;^re

uch we des re or went it, ^w'nēther	 plea es us or our

what PASsible ^.rm m^	 onht c	 of it ,,but eth r
^  ^

^t i^ -'i o o d - irē"t er'br-n bt--wh ā't--Kee--or

inquiring, not about pleasure or pain, not about comfort

or ill ease, not about sensitive spontaneity, but about

objective	 (value. Because we can ask such questions,

and answer them, and live by the answers, we can effect

in or living a real self-transcendence. That real

self-transcendence is the possibility of benevolence and

beneficence, of collaboration and true love, of swinging

completely out of the habitat of an animal and of becoming
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a genuine person in a human society.

I have spoken of value and, indeed, of objective value.

I have dist inguiehed between what truly is good and, on the

other hand, what only apparently is good. But the basic fact

is the subjective fact of mchnc self-transcendence, and the

basic distinction is between achieving self-transcendence

and failing to do so. The true good, the objective value, is

what is judged to be good by a person achieving self-transcendence,

and the merely apparent good is tle what is judged to be good

by a person failing to transcend himself.

This may be thought to be a subjective rather than an

objective view of value. But subjectivity and objectivity

are themselves quite ambiguous terms, and the solution of the

ambiguity once more 	 `^ is to be found by reverting to

the basic fact and the basic 	 distinction. There is a

subjectivity to be blamed because it fails to transcend itself,

and a subjectivity to be praised because it does transcend itself.

There is an objectivity to be repudiated, because it Viti =i-e-
is the objectivity of those that
/ Hanoi-need- 	 eotfiwe-•by,trhaee-that fail in self-transcendence;

accepted
and there is an objectivity to be ii epettd and respected,

and it is that achieved by the self-transcending subject.

See Insight, chapter 13. Collection, pp. 227 ff.

Our position, then, parallels that of the existentialists,

inasmuch as it can conceive man's mere existing as his capacity

for existing authentically or unauthentically. But it differs

inasmuch as it discerns in self-transcendence both genuine

subjectivity and the principle of genuine objectivity.Ct'aa-

va-ra h t4.c ub^.oci.--t`hera-a r^e- do onflict's-- -betwe1 n =Vateli ^g ilof-11 y-;

tax•Utt b,r,reali, , v	 -	 . . nee-and, -"T.:	 .o	 -
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However,
BttbL the objectivity it affirms is not the ob jecttivity of

, which existentialists deplore, but
positivists and pragmatistwg) Ad WexIst n a].4.ats-•-bu`th

the objectivity of intentional self-transcendence, to which

existentialists have failed to advert. Again, the subjectivity

it affirms, so far from being opposed to genuine objectivity,

is its prolongation, for it consists in moving on from intentional

to real self-transcendence. Finally, the continuity of
, in principle,

intentional and real self-transcendence is the reconciliation

of truth and value, and so of science as concern for truth

with religion as concern for value.
JV

Value as Transcendental Notion

I have conceived value as what truly is good, what really

is worth while, and I have placed the ultimate criterion of

these in the self-transcending subject. t Clearly, however,
the matter calls for further elucidation. If there is no

difficulty in seeing that actions tixc44 should accord with

decisions, and decisions with judgements of value, there is

no little obscurity about the emergence of judgements of value.
But that

h  tissue we are not yet prepared to tackle. t`o.)lyA&

fiat,, 0i1 Our present concern is with a prior step,
•

with the elucidation of the transcendental notion of value.

I distinguish transcendental notions from concepts.

Concepts are objectifications. They result from the

self-expression of intelligence, just as judgements result

from the self-expression of reasonableness. Transcendental

notions are at the opposite pole. They 4 are principles of
objectifying. Where concepts are intended, they do the

intending. While this intending itself may be objectified

to yield concepts of the intelligible, the true, the real,
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the good, still the mere concepts lack the dynamic properties

of the transcendental notions and so may be misinterpreted

as lacking their concreteness.

The transcendental notions are dynamic in various ways.

They promote the subject from lower to higher levels of conscious-

ness, from the experiential to the intellectual, from the

intellectual to the rational, from the rational to the existential.

Again, they are intentional. They are v dynamic intermediaries
between ignorance and knowledge. The transcendental notion

of intelligibility is i , not knowledge of intelligibility

but a striving for such knowledge. The transcendental notion

of truth is not knowledge of truth but a striving for truth.

The transcendental notion of value is not knowledge of value
	both	 of value and for

but a strivingfor bah knowledg%aTIdhthe accomplishment of

value in oneself and in one's world. Finally, the transcendental

notions not oray promote the subject and direct him to his

goals but also provide the criteria that reveal whether the

goals have been reached. The drive to understand is satisfied

when understanding is reached but dissatisfied by every

incomplete 4 attainment and so the source of ever further
V.

efforts. The drive to truth withholds assent when evidence

is insufficient and compels rationality to assent when evidence
success in

is sufficient. The drive to value rewards self-transcendence
saddens

with a happy conscience and pe.s.ter failures d,n-zse-1

trans,cande'nc\ with an unhappy conscience.

..	 'al	 n ma i1N4not i n 	 ēNyna'ire ō t.	 he .,arT
inial

o ncrete/They are e found 'not only of ūe stion,/ but also

f ,yrther q^ Lions, and further que Lions for w better

.understan ing, 1'urth r̀ doubts t̀a'lead to a f-oiler truth,

r-the	 r

	

r-itleia	 carry	 on to	 ore mpre enā̂ ty	 d

, 	 ,^ ..

'--. ^.- -
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AS transcendental notions are dynamic, so too they

are concrete. For the concrete is the real Immati not under
Now

this or that aspect but under its every aspect.	 /the

transcendental notions are the fount not only of initial

questions but also of further questions. Though the further

questions come only one at a time, still they keep coming.
further

There are ever raore,4questions for intelligence pushing us

towards a better understanding and ever more further doubts

urging us towards a fuller truth. The only limit to the

process is at the point where no further questions arise,
would be	 only	 o

and that po int/p reached\when we correctly understiv d
only

everything about everything, r\ hen we kngw reality in its

every aspect.

^.^r^xr^y^^h^t^ s c'e^ad^ritarY^ o^i d n-o i^^i ^e zgo^ od,
u,r ^ ra,i^j ng^f^.ss^i n s rzreaiberati on. 1- t--s'Eb

what
^wit	 e-,diaesneha tmen t tha^s ks whethertwe"-se o-ing

--1.--p-vrarrth--wh-1l.or,Ing s- --t0\11ght-the .11.m it āti`o	 R.

rj^^^^ ni^e' ā̂ e'niave^e^rt^-c^ve,,ry-^'.,l:aw^cvper-fee^to^t^e^= ^"

ey e r --f'int e^h-i.e3zeae -rrt-7\t.he✓et-aTii.i.n--e-ve-ry- f-lawe c3•

e c tifl-n; t1Le^.ro rly`^s ^^s^a.r i-ngs ^ti o n_a nd falter-in --/

tvc.ile\--exec.u.tiam-.--.It,-1-atirod-u-ee-s-Qā t-ONth.e_heiglet _and

dan-ci-bread-th--of" Tove-bu t-- it-eas o_ko e p s-n -s--awa-r e ^ f

-ho mūc h^ur--lrrv^^i'a lle-short 	 its ai^r.^^= • ^ ^+ -am-of-Ate

-'^.a.rrscanda	 ^n^Yn.^orr.o f^e^--^o do^^au3d--ra-a"c'h
►

^n_-the...a-cn i ee n t	 n he^e-nQya-enecuxrterurt^t-tr'

irf\t-lre e	 t e a-t-h--a.E o d-rre th	 ,s^,^.laz_bayozd.,cr ^ti ism.
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There is something similar to the transcendental notion

of the good. As the notions of the intelligible,  •ticz^,
the true,
the real, head for complete intelligibility, all t1tQt truth,

reality in its every aspect, so the transcendental notion of

the good heads for a goodness that is beyond criticism.

For the transcendental notion of the good is our raising of

questions for deliberation. Mbrc- 4/pr( c"ise-ly(4 It is our being

stopped with the disenchantment that asks whether what we are

doing is worth while. That disenchantment brings to light

the limitations in every finite achievement, the stain in

every flawed perfection, the irony of c.=.2-soaring aspiration
plunges us into

and faltering achievement. It tnt tool cas--% 	 the height

and depth and breadth of love but it also keeps us aware

of how much our loving falls short of its aim.
In brief,

thaaxthe trans cenrdental notion of the good so invites,
presses, harries us, that we could rest only in an encounter

with a goodness completely beyond its powers of peladtvgt,ing

criticism.  

77.,....^



Individual

capacity, need

plasticity,
perfectibility

liberty

operation

development,
skill, virtue

orientation,
conver1on
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The Human Good 

The transcendental notion of the good is directive,

selective, progressive. Of itself it is incomplete. It

raises the question for deliberation but it has to presuppose

the	 topics to be deliberated. These for men are primarily

the human good, and so some sketch of the human good is our

immediate concern.

Let us begin from a preliminary scheme that will provide
clarifying

a first approximation towardsAdsliading and relating some
nineteen
/N odlgh een terms. In general, the terms are suffi cent ly known

Social	 Final

cooperation	 particular good

institution,	 good of order
role, task

personal	 terminal value
relations

tm for explanation to be superfluous. But what is highly

important is that they be grasped in their interconnections,

since from these relations there accrues to them most of their

significance.

Individuals, then, have capacities for operating, By

operating they procure themselves instances of the particular

good. By such an instance is meant a single entity, whether

object or action, that	 meets a need of a particular individual

at a given place and time. Needs are to be understood in the

l^,o^des-^^D^,^i-h,e3fz,^r~8Va	 o e ^s	 ^ i-^ie$-;

b-he-y— 'e f ar" .wh e v 	 y	 u pia peTit-Nto—w an t- -v a nt s^

broadest sense; they are tobe stretched beyond necessities to

include wants
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Individuals live in groups. To a notable extent their

operating is cooperating. It follows some settled pattern,

and this pattern is fixed by a role to be fulfilled or a task

to be performed within an institutional yvtirree t, frame-work.

Such frame-works are the family and manners, society and

education, the state and the law, the economy and technology,

the church or sect. They constitute the comm11only understood

and already accepted basis and mode of • c
"

oo eratio . They
014)	 Ayr(

tend to change only slowly, for change, involves a new common

understanding and a new common consent.

Besides the institutional basis of cooperation, there

also is the concrete manner in which cooperation is working

out. The same economic set-up is compatible with prosperity

4nd with recession. The same constitutional and legal arrangements

admit wide differences in political life and in the administration

ō --u'.^ci^.	 imlar-^v,.e3rr^on-nrār%i.ageyar :.fai r

Er-f4r-Efil c e	 he_thapptnes
=.:.--..r

of justice. Similar principles for marriage and the family

in one case generate domestic bliss and in another misery.

This concrete manner, in which cooperation is working

out, I would name the good of order. It is distinct from

instances of the particular good but it is not separate from

them. It regards them, however, not singly and as related

to the :`nd -liPudal--theA individual they satisfy, but all

together and as recurrent. My dinner is today is for me

a particular good. But dinner every day for everyone that

earns it is part of the good of order. My education was

for me a particular good. But edu ction for everyone tid=t

uxrt; that wants it is another part of the good of order.

J •
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By the good of order, then, is meant a vast net-work

of relationships that embrace (1) a sustained succession of

recurring instances of types of the particular good, (2) the

ordering 111D of operations so that they become cooperations
effectively

and ensure the regularity of recurrence of all des ired

instances of the particular good, and (3) the motives leading

operators 4 each to perform in the appropriate manner.

It is to be insisted that the goof.--4 good of order

is not some design for uto2ia, some theoretic ideal, some

set of ethical precepts, some 	 code of laws, or some hdpar

super-institution. It is quite concrete. It is the actually

functioning or malfunctioning set of relationships guiding

operators and coordinating operations. It is the ground

whence recur or fail to recur whatever instances of the
good

particularAare recurring or failing to recur. It has a basis

in institutions but it is the product of much more, of

all the skill and know-how, am all the industry and resourcefulness,
all

agd^)̂ the ambition and y ēiob fellow-feeling of a whole people,

adapting to each change of circumstance, meeting each new

emergency, struggling against every tendency to disorder.

On the good of order, see Insight, p. 596. For further

analysis, see the sections on emergent probability, pp. 115-128,

on common sense, pp. 173-181, 207-216, and on belief, pp. 703-718.

To undertake a role and perform his or her task in

society, the individual must develop. At birth the human

infant seems to have only one ability, to cry. But its

need to learn everything reveals its unlimited plasticity,
not only ordinary competence but

its capacity to acquire 11 the incredible variety of amazing
i athletes ,

al
artists , actors,

skills attained by acrobats hsposee	 shcraftsmen,

,	

^	 ^

•
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act,axi- professional people, and so on.

Our understanding of development has been greatly

increased by Jean Piaget's numerous and celebrated studies

in genetic psychology. While I cannot reproduce or even

indicate the wealth of detail set ' forth in dinf reports of

his investigations, I feel constrained to present, 	 ver

summarily, three basic notions that he has put together,

namely, a biological notion of adaptation, a mathematical

notion of group, and a philosophic notion of mediation.

Development is conceived as learning new operations,

and an element in such learning is thought of as an adaptation

to some new object or situation. ti.daptation itself is

conceived as a compound of assimilation and adjustment.

Assimilation brings into play the spontaneous or previously

learned operations employed on somewhat similar objects

or in somewhat similar situations. Adjustment, by a process

of trial and error, gradually modifies and supplements

previously learned operations.

As adaptations to over more objects and situations

occur, there goes forward a twofold process: an increasing

differentiation of operations, so that more and more different

operations are performed; and an ever greater multiplication of

different combinations of differentiated operations. So the baby

develops oral, vaA visual, manual, bodily skills, and masters

an over greater variety of combinations of operations.

Such mastery is conceived precisely by invoking the

mathematical b`i,^.i notion of group. The principal characteristic

of the group of operations is that every operation in the group

is matched by an opposite operation and every combination of

operations is matched by an opposite combination. Hence,
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g atifio/r aatite'lledVIAN Ls^a ,1Vrays.. q sriAA'f-olV

inasmuch as operations are grouped, the operator can always

return to his starting point and, when he can do so unhesitatingly,

he has reached mastery at some level of devepment. So by

distinguishing and defining different groups of operations

Piaget was able to 4 .14 kzg-u-i'' mark off successive stages

in child development and to predict what operations school

children of various ages would be able or unable to perform.

Finally, there is the notion of mediation. Operations

are said to be immediate when their objects are present.

Seeing is immediate to what is being seen, hearing to what is

being heard, touch to what is being touched. But by imagination,

language, symbols, we operate in a compound manner: immediately

with f"p respect to the image, word, symbol; mediately with

respect to what is represented or signified. In this fashion

we come to operate not only with respect to the present and

actual but also with respect to the absent, the past, the

future, the merely possible or ideal or normative or fantastic.

As the child learns to speak, he moves out of the world of

his immediate surroundings towards - the far larger world

revealed through the memories of other men, through the

common sense of community, through the pages of literature,

through the labors c of scholars, through the investigations

of scientists, through the experience of saints, through the

meditations of philosophers and theologians.

I have set forth this incomplete and schematic account

of Piaget's ideas, because I feel they do much to clarify

the notion of horizon. First of all, there is the fact of

horizon. There is no doubt about the differences and the

limitations of individual development. It follows that there arm

0,
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sets of operations an individual can perform and further sets

that he cannot. It further follows that as our development

differs from one man to the next, so too does horizon; and
still more training, effort, study A.4/

thatAthe price of broadening one's horizon, of escaping from

one's selective inattention, of coming to apprehend what

het habitually one overlooks.

Secondly, the central role of the notions of combination,

group, and the grouping of groups into higher groups draws

attention to the inner structure of horizon, to its organization.

It enables one to grasp genetically what Edmund Husserl put

descriptively when he contended that an account of even a

single perception would be incomplete if there were no mention

of the comprehensive horizon of a world as its encompassing

frame of reference.

See Herbert Spiegelberg, The Phenomenological Movement,

2 vols., The Hague, iiartinus Nijhoff, 1960, pp. 161, 718.

711, r y-ry 	 e •-Ri t e' 	 e t.a .1.1-ed g	 pme
i

#Lc -nsiaēra"h-le— nt-erelst-to—pe -da ostrUT

i	 e e`n \d to rat-T h'rrc-l^r ;rthe—d- -st.-i-rr^t̂ lsat^r	 ^ a^^pe

MU at.ir g`Jol -	 e—urge—.7egls

Thirdly, the distinction between immediate and mediate

operations has quite a broad relevance. It sets off the

world of immediacy of the infant against the vastly larger

world mediated by meaning. Further, it provides a basis

for a distinction between primitive and higher cultures.

The primitive culture regards a world mediated by meaning

but it lacks controls over meaning and so easily lapses into

myth and magic. The higher culture develops reflexive

techniques that operate on mediate operations in an effort
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to safeguard meaning. So alphabets replace vocal with visual

signs, diOctionaries fix the meanings of words, grammars

control their inflexions and combinations, logics promote

the clarity, coherence, and rigor of dipcourse, hermeneutics

studies the varying relationships between meaning and meant,

and philosophies explore the more basic differences bz

between worlds cc mediated by meaning. Finally, modern

culture with its new notion of science and philosophy

seems to constitute a completely new genus of higher culture.

Corresponding to different degrees of developments and

different worlds mediated by meaning, there are also

similar differences in the differentiation of consciousness.
only

On Piaget's view it is i in the process of development that

the subject becomes aware of himself and of his distinction

from his world. But as his apprehension of his world and his

conduct in it develop, he begins to move through different
When children

patterns of experience. Chil.drenAimitate and play, they

know their performance differs from "real" life. When

their elders shift from the world mediated by meaning to

the reflexive techniques in which they operate on eras-i-ef

4he mediating operations, they are.moving from "real" life

to a world of '6`zieo y "theory" that, despite the rare Jtmoe4

atmosphere, has a mysterious relevance to successful performance

in the "real" world. When they listen to music, gaze upon

a tree or landscape, are stopped by r.—wor4—e-f--art, they are

freeing their sensitivity from the routines imposed by
fresher and deeper

development and allowing it to followrmo; einavf vice rhythms

of apprehension and feeling. When finally the mystic withdraws

into the ultiaa solitudo, he drops the constructs of culture
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and the whole complicated mass of mediating operations to

return to a new, mediated immediacy of his subjectivity

reaching for God.

On patterns of experience, see Insight, pp. 181 ff.

On peak experiences, A. H. Maslow, Toward a psychology of 

Being, Princeton, N. J., Van Nostrand, 1962; A. Reza Aresteh,

Final Integration in the Adult Personality, Leiden, E. J. Brill,

1965.
.n .

Besides skills, there are virtues. Besides the

operational development studied by Piaget, thereat{

;3714-- ,', tats Av' .:itibusPideV^ lop q 	 vtfAIdtr'ytef oki.c'1eM-

is the development of feeling. Here I would follow Dietrich

von Hildebrand and distinguish non-intentional states and

trends from intentional responses. The i;oifL1n''ei(tri2 el

former may be illustrated by such states as fatigue,

irritability, bad humor, anxiety and such trends or urges

as hunger, thirst, sexual discomfort. The states have causes

and the trends or urges have goals, but the relation to

the cause or the goal is merely :et-tad•.r It tz does

ie ttpel--p $u-piowe-a rd-a-rIee-oft-`1of. 'a-percopIon

not presuppose and arise out of perceiving, imagining,

representing the cause or the goal. First one feels tired

and, perhaps belatedly, one discovers that what one needs

is a rest. First one feels hungry and then one diagnoses

the trouble as a lack of food. Intentional responses,

on the other hand, respond to what is intended, apprehended,

represented. The feeling relates us, not to a cause or an

end, but to an object. Such feeling gives our 6ar,sote40

0

0
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intentional consciousness its mass, momentum, drive, power.

Without our feelings, our knowing and deciding would be paper

than thin. Because of our feelings, our desires and fears,
our hope or despair,
hour joys and sorrows, our enthusiasms and indignation, our

esteem and contempt, our trust and distrust, our love and

hatred, our tenderness and wrath, our admiration, veneration,

reverence, our dread, horror, terror, we are orientated

dynamically in a world mediated by meaning. We have feelings

about other persons, we feel with them, and we feel for them.

We have feelings about our respective situations, about the

past, about the future, about evils to be lamented or remedied,

about the good that can, might, must be 4641 accomplished.

A wealth of analysis of feelings is to be had in

Dietrich von Hildebrand's Christian Ethics (New York,

David McKay, 1953) . See also Manfred Frings, Max Scheler,

Pittsburgh, Duquesne University Press and Louvain, Nauwelaerts,

1965.

Feelings as intentional response respond to two main

classes of objects, on the one hand, to the agreeable or

disagreeable, the satisfying or dissatisfying, on the other

hand, to values, to the ontic value of persons and to the
of understanding, of truth,

qualitative value of beauty,Aof noble deeds, of virtuous acts.

In general, response to value both carries us towards self-

transcendence and selects an object for the sake of whom or

which we transcend ourselves. In contrast, response to the

agreeable or disagreeable is ambiguous. What is agreeable

may very well be what also is a true good. But it also is

true that the true good may be disagreeable. Unpleasant

work, privations, pains have to be accepted gladly by most good men.

0
}
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Not only do our feelings respond to values but also

they do so in accord with some scale of preference. So we

may distinguish vital, social, cultural, personal, and religious

values in an ascending order. Vital values, such as health

and strength, grace and vigor, normally are preferred to

the work, the privations, the pains involved in acquiring,

maintaining, restoring them. Social values, the mbnds good of

order that conditions the vital values of the whole community,

are preferred by the community to the vital values of single

individuals, not indeed in the sense that the community will

sacrifice f thtj,but that the community will expect and demand
them to be willing to 4sacrifice  themselves. Cultural values

do not exist without the underpinning of social and vital

values, but none the less they rank higher. Not in bread

alone doth man live. Men not only live and operate. They

also have to find a meaning and a value in their living and

operating, and it is the function of the culture to discover,
correct, develop,

express, validate, criticize, k improve such meaning and value.
Personal value is the person in his self-transcendence,

as loving and being loved, as originator of values in himself
and invitation

and his milieu, as an inspiration :,to others to do likewise.
Religious values, finally, are at the heart of the meaning

and value of man's living and man's world, but to this matter

we return presently.

Besides the development of skills, analysed by Piaget,

there also is the development of feelings. It is true,mf

of course, that fundamentally feelings are spontaneous.

They do not lie under the command of the will as do the

motions of our hands. But, once they have arisen, by advertence

and approval, or by disapproval and distraction, they may be
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reinforced or curtailed. Such reinforcement and curtailment

not only will encourage some feelings and discourage others

but also will modify one's spontaneous scale of preferences.

Again, feelings are enriched and refined by attentive study

of the wealth and variety of objects that arouse them, and so

no small part of education lies in fostering and developing

a climate of discernment and taste, of discriminating praise

and carefully worded disapproval, that will conspire with the

pupil's or student's own 	 capacities and tendencies, enlarge

and deepen his apprehension of values, and help him towards

self—transcendence.

I have been conceiving feelings as intentional

responses but I must add that they are not merely transient,

limited to the time that we are apprehending a value or its

opposite, and vanishing the moment our attention shifts.

There are, of course, feelings that easily are aroused and

easily pass away. But there also are feelings so deep and

so strong, especially when deliberately reinforced, that

channel attention, shape one's horizon, direct one's life.

Here the supreme illustration"is loving. A man or woman

that falls in love is engaged in loving not only when attending

to the beloved but at all times. Besides particular acts

of loving there is a prior state of being in love, and that

prior state is, ti as it were, the fount of all one's actions.

Mutual love is the intertwining of two lives. It transforms

an "I" and "thou" into a "we" so intimate, so secure, so

permanent that each attends, imagines, thinks, plans, feels,

speaks, acts in concern for both.

We have been engaged in sketching various components of the
of nineteen,

human good and, of our original list/ there remain now only five,
namely, liberty, orientation, conversion, personal relations, and
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terminal values.

Liberty means, of course, not indeterminism but self-

determination. It has four main aspects. Subjectively,

liberty is the fact that we may succeed or fail in self-transcen-

dence, that our decisions may be motivated by the values at

stako or by the calculus of the pleasures and pains involved.

Objectively, liberty is the fact that any course of action

is only a finite good and, because only finite, open to criticism.

It has its alternatives, its limitations, its risks, its drawbacks.

Accordingly, the process of deliberation is not itself decisive,

and so we experience our liberty as the active thrust of the

self that terminates the process of deliberating by settling on

one of the possible courses of action and proceeding to execute

it. Finally, in so far as that thrust of the self regularly

opts, not for the merely apparent good, but for the true good,

the self thereby is achieving self-transcendence; it is

existing authentically; it is constituting itself as an

originating value, and it is bringing abo''lt terminal values,
that is truly good

namely, a good of order1and instances of the particular good

that are truly good.

rrn ,eaai	 i-ng`- i: s- t ,old.-''fl^^is^

•ivdrienta)-onfrom the transcendental notions that both

enable us end require us,, to respcnd to values, to judge trutpfully,

. 	1eMPlor","•
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Liberty is exercised within the cooperating community
./

whose members by fulfilling roles and performing tasks bring

about a good of order. Presently we shall have to speak of

the orientation of the community as a whole in terms of pro-

gress and decline. But for the moment our concern is with

the orientation of the individual within the orientated community.

At its root this consists in the transcendental notions that

both enable us and require us to advance in understanding, to

judge truthfully, to respond to values. Still, this possibility

rnd,a,1-561e-e—bacoarENef..Pmtiso-..on --t u Z-'n-venpment.,--th

Cre-a-c	 o  	 ha	 na'b	 e	 n	 '
E Y;71

.h umAn,-bean 	 neLp....m -i.l leu -a n -d—t'rirŌ+.^gh` ro wtth—t- sen s -i-i;v it-y '
id'

i --rē-s.c.ne esp	 s	 ers—1	 us - .l. yam` r

and exigence becomeleffective only through development. One

has to acquire the skills of a competent human being in some

walk in life. One has to grow in sensitivity and responsiveness

to values if one's humanity is to be 4 fbct^iv4 authentic.

But development is not inevitable, and so results vary.

There are human failures. There are mediocrities. There are

those that keep developing and growing throughout a long

life-time, and their achievement varies with their initial

background, with their opportunities, with their luck in

avoiding pitfalls and setbacks, with the pace of their advance.

On various aspects of growth, see A. H. Maslow,

Towards a Psychology of Beim, Princeton,	 M.N. J., Van

Nostrand, 1962.
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As orientation is, so to speak, the direction of develop-

ment, so conversion is a change of direction and, indeed, a

change for the bettor. One frees tind oneself from the unauthentic.

One grows in authenticity. Harmful, dangerous, misleading

satisfactions are dropped. Fears of discomfort, pain, privation

have less= power to deflect one from one's course. Values

are apprehended where before they were overlooked . Scales
V

of preference shift. Errors, rationalizations, ideologies

fall and shatter to leave one open to iW4 things as they are

and to man as he should be.

Ipn..._trheoatps.nait-i-zrg--c6 îamtmI.t.y--pev-soaa-ar..-a-baund.--,t.oget-her

7

eytha-vē-a-slsūmad- affil the -ask tlh tey--perto --J

In the cooperating community persons are bound together

by their needs and by the common good of order that meets their

needs. They are related by the commitments they have freely
G ,,

undertaken and by the expo 4tations to which the commitments

give rise, by the roles they have assumed, and by the tasks

that they meet to perform. These relationships are alive

with feeling. Persons are aware of common feelings about
qualitative

A values and scales of preference. They are aware of mutual
an ontic

feelings in which each responds to the other as y\ value

or as just a source of satisfactions. They are joined by

common 1=rll'whox , experience, common or ōza • Teti ,e-) complementary

understand, similar judgements of fact and of value,

parallel orientations in life. They are separated, estranged,

rendered hostile, when they get out of touch, misunderstand

one another, judge in opposed fashions, opt for contrary

^
y-t^ir ēeds t a‘ are m -'by the -ūnctioni g- of the Ood

 ///u

/
x ect 	/ ^C	

^	 1J
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rde , by th commitm is thy/h'ave freely undertak en rid,ith '

is ons to .ich tt e commitment's gi^vrise ytthe-roes



orientations. So personal relations vary from intimacy to

ignorance, from love to exploitation, from respect to contempt,

from friendliness to emnity. They bind a community together

or tear it apart.

Terminal values, finally, are correlative to originating

values. The originating values are the authe4ticiar persons
L,

achieving self-transcendence by their good choices. Terminal

values aro the values that they choose, true instances of the

particular good, tr'iae-^	 u Ly--gaoc a true good of order,

and a true scale of preferences regarding values. At one

point, however, terminal and originating value coincide.

For among values is the ontic value of the good person.
each	 both

non member of the communityAwills that value bpi in himself

and promotes it, as best he can, in others, then the originating

value that choose and the terminal value that 	 chosen
A

coincide.

I have been offering a rapid sketch of the human good,

and the reader well may feel that the sketch has been far too

rapid to be helpful. But perhaps it will be conceded that,

at least, I have been somewhat fuller than the traditional

definition that simply stables bonum est id quod omnia appetunt. 

I have been endeavoring to overcome that simplification,

to identify the human good with the concrete human situation,

to attribute to it all the coraplexity of that situation,

to provide an initial set of terms and relationships for an

investigation of the human good as it is conceived or realized

at any given place or time. The relevance of such categories

to horizon need not be stressed, for horizon is largely deter-

mined by the values one prizes, the satisfactions one insists

on, the dissatisfactions that one dreads.

MiT III
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Progress and Decline

Our account of the human good was static. It did mention

the development of the individual in skill and virtue, but in

the main it was concerned with the terms, relations, structures
at/ v

relevant to an account of the human good at Al given place and

time. So now we have to advert to change, to the cumulative

change for the better named progress, and to the c kumulative

change for the worse named decline.

Progress proceeds from originating value, from subjects

being their true selves by observing the transcendental precepts,

Be attentive, '̂ Be intelligent, Be reasonable, Be responsible.

Being attentive includes attention to human affairs. Being

intelligent includes a grasp of hitherto unnoticed or unrealized

possibilities. Being reasonable includes the rejection of what

probably would not work but also the acknowledgement of what

probably would. Being responsible includes basing one's

decisions and choices on an unbiased evaluation of short-term

and long-term costs and benefits to oneself, to one's group,

to other groups.
•

Progress, of course, is not some single improvement but

a continuous flow of them. But the transcendental precepts

are permanent. Attention, intelligence, reasonableness, and

responsibility are to be exercised not only with respect to

the existing situation but also with respect to the subsequent,

changed situation. It spots the inadequacies and repercussions

of the previous venture to improve what is good and remedy

es--t^h+^^

ebrer,-gT-rr	 T/40:1
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what is defective. More generally, the simple fact of change

of itself makes it likely that new possibilities will have

arisen and old possibilities have advanced in probability.

So change begets further change and the sustained observance

of the transcendental precepts makes these cumulative changes

an instance of progress.

But precepts mays$ be violated. Evaluations may be biased

by an egoistic disregard of others, by a loyalty to one's own

group matched by hostility to other groups, by concentrating

short-term benefits and overlooking long-term costs.

I have elaborated these points in Insight, pp. 218-242.

Moreover, such aberrations are easy to maintain and difficult

to correct. Egoists do not turn into altruists overnight.

Hostile groups do not easily forget their grievances, drop

their resentments, overcome their fears and suspicions. Common

sense commonly feels itself omnicompetent in practical affairs,

commonly is blind to long-term i-oqfre,4 consequences of policies

and courses of action, commonly is unaware of the admixture

of common nonseQe in its more cherished convictions and

slogans.

The extent of such aberration is, of course, a variable.

But the greater it is, the more rapidly it will distort the

process of cumulative change and bring to birth a host of

social and cultural problems. Egoism is in conflict with the

good of order. Up to a point it can be countered by the law,

the police, the judiciary, the prisons. But there is a limit

to the proportion of the population that can be kept in

prison and, when egoism passes that limit, the agents of

the law and ultimately the law itself have to become more
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tolerant and indulgent. So the good of order deteriorates.

Not only is it less efficient but also there is the difficulty

of exercising even-handed justice in deciding which injustices

an are to be winked at. The practical question is apt to be

whose social sins are to be forgiven and whose are to be

be punished,'and then the law is compromised. It is no longer

coincident with justice. In all likelihood it becomes to a

greater or less extent the instrument of a class.

For besides the egoism of the nd ividual there is the

egoism of the group. While the individual egoist has to put

up with the public censure of his ways, group egoism not
merely
A mex-directs development to its own aggrandizement but also

provides a market for opinions, doctrines, theories that will

justify its ways and, at the same time, reveal the misfortunes

of other groups to be due to their depravity. Of course, as long
as the successful group continues to succeed,

e..6.- hfisiTItou.p_i-s--su esssf-ulr? as 3 long as its meets each new
challenge with a creative response, it feels itself the

child of destiny and it provokes more admiration and emulation

than resentment and opposition. But development, guided

by group egoism, is bound to be one-sided. It divides the

body social not merely into those that have and4 those that

have not but also makes the former the representatives of

the cultural flower of the age to leave the latter mere

apparent survivals from a forgotten era. Finally, in the

measure that the group encouraged and accepted an ideology

to rationalize its own behavior, in the same measure it

will be blind to the real situation, and it will be bewildered

by the emergence of a contr4ry ideology that will call to

consciousness an opposed group egoism.
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Decline has a still deeper404 level. Not only

does it compromise and distort progress. Not only do

3,t•-inak inattention, obtuseness, unreasonableness, irrespon-

sibility produce objectively absurd situations. Not only

do ideologies corrupt minds. But compromise and distortion

discredit progress. Objectively absurd situations do not

yield to treatment. Corrupt ;1; 7i.minds have a flair for

picking the mistaken solution and insisting that it 'e's to'p 'W\

-rSt-I-11rgelatr;\re -a-sarrab\lrs-r-ga-e-d :'`--De chl.ine-ecce^ gē n^rat'-os

y^-c"ri`arv. 	 T 	 Ci`e__ oor_11>c^i:t ^'1-'v^II^^

h-e -^^^d^a't ē ^^p:^êr^of s1.^t e.^lal.^var^ta^Ja^"I^..-.i.-n^1 s t-s-'

alone is intelligent, reasonable, good. Imperceptiblfy

the corruption spreads from the harsh sphere of material
mass media,

advantage and power to the 	 ==sq,
i;
the stylish journals, the

literary movements, the educational process, the reigning

philosophies. k. civilization in decline digs its own grave

with a relentless consistency. It cannot be argued out

of its self-destructive ways, for argument has a theoretical

major premiss, theoretical premisses , sv',to conform to

matters of fact, and the facts in the situations produced

by decline more and more are the absurdities groi that

proceed from inattention, oversight, unreasonableness,

and irresponsibility.
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The Question  of God 

The facts of progress and decline raise questions about

the character of our universe. Such questions have been put

in very many ways, and the answers given have been even more

numerous. But behind this multiplicity there is a basic

unity Siahttat'moo"i\41sdNeeaxi..o,dda-s-mnstii-tu'a

eS	 '^} that comes to light in the exercise of transcenental.^	 g

method. We can inquire into the possibility of inquiry;

we can reflect on the nature of our reflection; we can

deliberate whether our deliberating is worth while. In

each case there arises the question of God.

The possibility of inquiry, on the side of the subject,

lies in his intelligence, in his drive to know what, why,

how, and in his ability to require intellectually satisfying

answers. But why should answers that satisfy the intelligence

of the subject yield anything more than a subjective satis-

faction? Why should they be supposed to possess any

relevance to knowledge of the universe? Of course, we all

ielifIssume that they do. We all can claim that m-m-r experience

justifies our assumption. We grant, then, that the universe

is intelligible and, once that is granted, there arises

the question whether the universe could be intelligible
about God.

without having an intelligent ground. But this is the question
Again, to

NoL reflect on reflection is to ask just what happens

when we marshal and weigh the evidence for pronouncing

that this probably is so and that certainly not so. To

what do these metaphors of marshalling and weighing refer?

Elsewhere I have worked out an answer to this question and,

See Insight, chapters nine,,ten, and eleven.

^
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here, I can do no more than summarily repeat my conclusion.

Judgement proceeds rationally from a grasp of a virtually

unconditioned. In general, by an unconditioned is meant

any x that has no conditions. By a virtually unconditioned

is meant any x that has no unfulfilled conditions.

In other words, a virtually unconditioned has conditions

'which, however, are all fulfilled. To marshal the evidence

is to ascertain whether all conditions are fulfulled. To

weigh the evidence is to ascertain whether the fulfilment

of the conditions certainly or probably involves the

existence or occurrence of the conditioned.

Now this account of judgement implicitly contains a

further element. If we speak of the virtually unconditioned,
we first must speak of the unconditioned.

.oLet,9oeAke‘earre11D na-ai-the._.. orma lly—i c ,uncanditip ntd&.

The former has no unfulfilled conditions. The latter has

no conditions whatever. The former is, in traditional terms,

a contingent being. The latter is, in traditional terms,

a necessary being. So once more we come to the question

of God. Does a necessary being exist?

To deliberate about deliberating is to ask whether

it is worth while. We praise the developing subject ever

more capable of attention, insight, reasonab4leness, and

responsibility. We praise progress and we pour forth
or

our denuncations 'el every manifestation of decline. But

is the universe on our side, or are we just gamblers and,

if we are gamblers, are we not perhaps fools struggling to
collective,

develop individually andnto snatch progress from the

welter of decline? The questions arise and, clearly, 

0
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our attitudes and especially our resoluteness are profoundly

affected by the answers. Does there or does there not

necessarily exist an intelligent ground of the universe? Is that

ground or are we the primary instance of moral consciousness?

Are cosmogenesis, biological evolution, historical process

basically cognate to us as moral beings or are they indifferent

and so alien to us?

Such is the question of God. It is not any matter :or

of image or feeling or concept orjudgement. They pertain to
t

answers but it is a question.,ha rises out of our conscious

intentionality, out of tho a_pr'orl, structured drive that

promotes us from experiencing to the effort to understand,

from understanding to the effort to judge truly, from judging

to the effort to choose rightly. In the measure that we advert

to our questioning and proceed to question it, there arises

the question of God.

It is a question that will be manifested differently

in the different stages of hn man e s historical development

and in the many varieties of his culture. But such differences

of manifestation and expression are secondary. They may intro-

duce alien elements that overlay, obscure, distort the pure

o-stlo-n- th$tLe ins ett—i.app3ying^ttre'tlparrsFem -Tdnto1- notifln,s;

the obscurity

suppo

and, /in t ā̂t seneā, there is radically

on y o	 t̂ion^tha /is	 e qu^.tion ,:f^oe;^^of	 r
^' 	 ^, ^	 :	 /	

God./Moreove
^

t at question ^.s un,i.'vers 1, for/ev^ n/^ma is capable ^ -ā ski
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enta^. 'n
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question, the question that questions questioning. None the

less, the obscurity and the distortion presuppose what they

obscure and distort. It follows that, however much religious
(or irreligious)

and-4-1=1el 	 uti answers differ, however much there differ the

questions they explicitly raise, still at their root there is

the same transcendental tendency of the human spirit that

questions, that questions without restriction, that questions

its own questioning and so comes to the question of God.

!i«vn.2sThe question of God, then, lies within man's horizon.

4,110A trans cendental subjectivity is mutilated or abolished

unless he is stretching forth towards the intelligible,

the unconditioned, the xai good of value. The reach] not ofi

his attainment but of his intention is unrestricted. There

lies within his horizon a region for the divine, a shrine

for ultimate holiness. It cannot be ignored. The atheist

may pronounce it empty. The agnostic may urge he sees nothing

there. But their negations presuppose the spark in our

clod, our native orientation towards the divine.

Religious Values 

In our sketch of the human good we said something

about vital, social, cultural, and srKarwn& personal values;

but postponed any elucidation of religious iesalsik values.

To these we now turn. For the positive answer to the

question of God is not only a statement of r -	 ar	 mt

his existence and his nature but also a personal response

to his goodness. It is not only metaphysics but also

WaraJAAD4/t-6'4S011‘i
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morals and religion. It goes beyond the human good to the

originating value that is God and the terminal value that

is the universe.

Elsewhere I have shown how one may proceed from the

human good to a general ontology of the good on the ground
is to be identified with being and being with

that lck;4 the goodi nd_-the-co-e 	 tbe-,,%3 entif-i.ed-^rrlt

the intelligible.	 Also I have shown how one may adopt

a contemporary scientific and philosophic outlook and still

conclude from the things that are seen to the existence,
freedom,

omniscience, goodness,Aand omnipotence of God. These

Insight, r p. 604-607.

Ibid., chapter XIX.

expositions I shall not repeat here but presuppose. They

pertain to a philosophical theology. They take one no further

than an intentional self-transcendence, but our present

concern is with religious values and so with a real self-

zranscendenco.

The original feature of this real self-transcendence

is that by it the existential subject is constituting himself
iti in relation,
wItt'î '` 4ekaPd4A not just to the human good, but to God as originating

value and the universe as terminal value. In other words

the human good becomes absorbed within 'āwla,xeeli,txfnt 4rsi -4

an all-encompassing good. Where before the only originating

values were men, la now there is the supreme originating value,

at.-tho creator of cosmic and historical process. Where

before only man's achievelents could be named terminal values,

now the whole created universe is a terminal value.
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Where before an account of the human good related men to

one another and to nature, now human concern reaches beyond

man's world to God and God's world. The limit of human

expectation ceases to be the grave. Men meet not only to

be together and to settle human affairs but also to worship.

Human development is not only in skills and virtues but also

in holiness.

To conceive God as originating value and the world as

terminal value implies that God too is self-transcending

and that the world is the fruit of his self-transcendence,

the O'4YiT6tavi	 expression and manifestation of his bene-

volence and beneficence, his glory. This glory he wills,

as Aquinas saw, not for his sake but for ours. 	 fotims.bA He

St. Thomas Aquinas, Sum. theol., II-II, q. 132, a. 1 ad lm.

has made us in his image, for our authenticity consists

in being like him, in self-transcending, in being origins

of* values, in true love.

^t

rayer.•/ It .-is the total self-sur render that just,waits

without image or/thought or care in what is. exper iencēd sy
/	 i

bme as the presence of God and by others as duet or ' he void.

Still withdrawal is for return. As divine love is a

spltranscendence expressed in created process, so man
7

eing in love with God is. 
a, 

self-transcendence unto G
i

t expresses itself-not'only by re sting in,/God but	 so

by col Y-sbōrātlng1i-nithe a cMTreVeme nt}^..of—Gōd'ks--glpry.

pyr.kd i,.Q.a.Y'b e i n `- i c —1-Ove na.-tYB-- 'lu ūr—alxthen't-ia

c st lng is being in love with God. It is peace, the •eace,
ii'

t e world cānnot. give /the peace/into—Which one enters
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Already I have had occasion to distinguish between acts

of loving and being in love. Being in love is a dynamic

orientation whence proceeds all one's living. As love of

one's neighbor, it unite one with him or her in a common

achievement of the good. But as love of God, it refers us
us

back and around and forward. It refers back to God, the

self-transcending source of all good, in adoration and

repentance, in thanksgiving and praise, in trust and hope.
us

It reers,'around to all men, for all men are made in the

image of God and it is through and with and in them that God's

glory is to be achieved. It refers us forward to promote

progress and to offset decline, not just for the sake of

achievement, not only for the good of taanUal.4 ,,,..-buik

 but, at the deepest level, for the greater glory of

God.

Our topic is religious values. Value is the true

as opposed to the merely apparent good. Its source and

its criterion are self-transcendence. Religious values

are the values that arise in and from real self-transcendence

in response to God. Such values heighten, integrate, unify

all other values.

All love is a gift of oneself to another, and so all

love involves self-surrender. But only the love of God can

be a total self-surrender without any qualifications or

conditions or e!snt reserves, and so only the love of God is

• toal wing\, ,A  Ma nl\ nly,, God-- n,bkre ll -ed ōnkut rIyv
1' }r= 	ve--o f G	 net' g i ve^s---q.s3ipat ta-(rxi_EID---ff-ts,..e.„2____.o

 he_s ofi ? ^ ,-rr y; -th-e—pesa c hat—th ē r'lys .rot g i v̂ ē t

--he-eac rrtu	 w.c	 gnezaat	 hen -anee"pra too ss'

‘
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total loving. Such total loving is full authenticity, a

fount of inner, deep-set joy that only failures in loving can

sadden. It is basic fulfilment, L' v4 and so it gives the solid
s
skerenity, the peace th4 that the world cannot give, the peace
of the Lord into which one may ay.	 1lpaoly enter,when  one

prays to him in secret. Such love, such joy, such peace

transform a man. They banish the emptiness, the unrest,

the alienation, the flight from one's depths that trouble lives

lived without God. Full love, joy, and peace enhance all one's

virtues and press against one's defects. They make one a

power for all good and zealous in achievement. Relating an

to God, they also relate him to mankind and to the whole

cosmic and historIcal process. On all persons and things, on

all events and deeds, they shed a new dimension of meaning,

significance, value.

Religion, then, and progress are bound together. They

have a common root in man's intentional and real self-transcendence,

so that to promote either is to promote the other indirectly.

Again, religion places human efforts in a friendly universe,

reveals ^`1; ;;-an ultimate significance in human achievement,
strengthens new undertakings with confidence. Above all,

religion can undertake the supreme task of undoing the work of

decline.

Decline =  i li4" disrupts a culture with conflicting
1

ideologies. It inflicts on individuals the social, economic,

and psychological pressures that for human frailty amount to

determinisms. It multiplies and heaps up the abuses and

absurdities that breed resentment, hatred, anger, violence.

It is not propaganda or argument but religious faith that

will liberate human reasonableness from its ideological
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prisons. It is not the promises of men but religious hope

that can enable men to resist the vast pressures of social

decay. Finally, if passions are to quieten down, if wrongs

are to be not merely ignored, not merely palliated, but

removed, human possessiveness and human pride have to be

replaced by religious charity, by the charity of the suffering
by self-sacrificing love.

servant,, Men are sinners. If progress is not to be ever

distorted and destroyed by decline, men have to be reminded

of their sinfulness; they have to acknowledge their real

guilt and they havo to amend their ways; they have to learn

with humility that the task of repentance and conversion is

life-long.

Insight, chapter XX, treats at some length the function

of faith, hope, and charity in dissolving the effects of

decline.

Religious Expression

I have been conceiving religion as simply ultimate

concern, as authentic human existence with regard to God and

God's world. But the primary and ordinary manifestation of

ultimate concern is, of course, not any technically formulated

question about God, not any transcendental analysis of

ultimate concern, not any ontology of the good or any

philosophic proof of God's existence, but the endless variety

of the religions of mankind.
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These religions are more than ultimate concern. In the

measure they are authentic, they do express, 14ea reveal,

communicate, share ultimate concern. But by going beyond
q

.ultimate concern to its expression they risk inauthenticity.
Li

Moreover, the more primitive the religion, the less it is

differentiated from the rest of the culture, and so the less

is it capable of functioning independently and resisting

socio-cultural decline. On the other hand, when ,religion

develops into a separate entity within a culture, it can function

f Wl-iha : rtq with some independence and initiative

of its own. But this will not guarantee authenticity and
now

there areAthe added risks of religion resisting cultural advance
to maintain its authenticity or, on the other hand, seeking

integration within a culture and mistakenly joining with

the forces of decline.

First, then, early religious expression is global.

Ultimate and proximate concern, the sacred and the profane,

are not distinguished, separated, specialized. Each penetrates

the other. What we would term profane is sacralized. What

we would term sacred seems to us profaned. All activity expresses

some concern, but the concern that is expressed is at once

ultimate and proximate. Then religious expression is not

specifically and exclusively religious but included globally

with other types of expression. Moreover, even after differentiation ,

has been slowly and gradually established, one is not to

suppose that individuals and groups will not slip back to

the forms of expression and the patterns of experience

On patterns of experience, see Insight, pp. 181-189.
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in which religion as lived, felt, revealed, once more is global.

Religious expression becomes specifically religious by

development, that is, by differentiation, specialization,

integration. Differentiation sets the object of ultimate concern

apart from other objects. The one concern of human authenticity

-- the concern to attend, to understand, to Judge truly, to

choose responsibly -- remains one and the same. But it

expresses itself differently with ilApq f respect to different

objects. There are developed specialized activities with a

religious significance. There is introduced a division of

labor in the performance of the activities. So religious

expression becomes a distinct part of the cultural statement

on the moaning and value of human life, while the 41int64and

propagation and development of that expression are entrusted

to a social institution.
manifests

Pr4e case ly because itAi	 clires sl'o'er`di ultimate

concern, religious expression differs from all other expressions.

They refer to this world, to the set of objects of possible,

immediate, human experience. Its reference is other-worldly.

For the object of ultimate concern cces4 to be known, not by

questioning experience, but by questioning questioning itself.

Still, this does not imply that the object of ultimate concern

is "totally other." On the con Crary, it is the ground of

intelligibility, truth, being, value in the whole universe,

and these are t` i 1 j affine to human concern whether proximate

or ultimate. Again, it is that ground l alone to whom man can
it

surrender himself totally and thereby- 	
4

achieve the love,

joy, and peace of authentic fulfilment. Finally, religious

expression has the character of a response. 	 It is man's

See . :Manfred Frings, Max Scheler, Pittsurgh and Louvain
1965, pp. 156 f., on the phenomenology of religious acts.
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self-transcendence answering divine self-transcendence, a

finite being-in-love answering divine love.

However profound and powerful, however intimate and

personal, that response to God must be expressed, or else

it will be incomplete, unfinished, broken off. But now

that we have moved to:4 specific religious expression, we

must distinguish between whole and part, 1;f we are to avoid

the confusions and pitfalls connected with secularization

theology.

See Robert Richard, Secu ]ari nation Theology, New York,

Herder and Herder, 1967. Colin Williams, Faith in a Secular

A_e,,, New York Harper and Row, 1966.

The total expression of one's response to God imitates

divine love. Just as that love expresses itself by creating

rk ui,rso	 ' eesp-O-ris-et o'ltderā cStre ēa flaaseBLit se-

lo—oo^o-f—Go ' re .torrkkL-is-Th.he-t it e--i--o r 	 u	 l^rre

the universe and .poau by loving and providing for rational

creatures, so too man's loving response to God finds its

expression and outlet in loving God's creation. Affectively it

is a love that extends to all that God has done, is doing, or

will do. Effectively it turns to the persons that here and
present

now can be comforted and	 helped and to,t .e tasks of promoting

the human good and offsetting decline.

31,6 g-	 ospcLPs 	 t

Total expression, then, is religious in its source,

for its source is loving God with one's whole and one's whole

soul and all one's mind and all one's strength. But its

term is the whole of creation. It is not confined to what
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is specit%ally religious, eccldsiastical, theological. It

reaches out to the whole of this world and, in that sense,

it may be said to be secular. But it is not to be confined

to this life, for its measure is all that God brings about.

However, if total expression is in a sense secular,

still it is not secularist. It does not exclude religion

or church or theology. On the contrary, it includes them

as parts within a larger whole, and it limits them to their

functions within that whole. For the fact is that man does

not just act. He pauses and reflects on the significance and

the value of his acting. He criticizes it and seeks to improve

it. Nor is this reflective pause an unworthy deviation from

the primary business of acting. On the contrary, it is the

source of all development, which proceeds from initial, global,

undifferentiated operations through differentiation and

specialization to new and more effective integrations.

What happens in all other components of human living, also

happens in the most basic of all. Man reflects on his love

of God. He asks whom he is loving, and whether it is really

love, and how it could be s'ea strengthened and refined,

and in what ways it could be communicated and shared. Though

he holds that love to be God's gift, he also knows that it must

be cultivated by human effort. Though he holds that his neighbor

is to be loved in every way, still he knows that the greatest
with him his

ba benefit he could confer would be to share
/•
•love of God.

So once more we may conclude to the cultivation of the inner

life by prayer and mortification, to the mutual support of

communal worship, to the specialized functions fulfilled by

various members in the social institution named the church.

But though we reach that conclusion, we must also stress that such

E 
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specifically religious activities are only a functional part of the

otIāō-`!s total expression of one's love of God.

There is a further point to be made. Neither total nor

specific expression are immutable constants. Total expression,

as effective, is always the love of one's neighbor; but the human

good progresses and declines, and so the good to be done and

the	 decline to be undone vary with place and time. Similarly,

specific expression is fixed in some respects and variable in

others. The higher achievements of the inner life tend to

transcend image and symbol, concept and system, an4 on that

account have an independence of historical change. But manners

of speech, modes of emotional cornmunicatibn, cultural and social

forms are historical variables. As they change, specific

religious expression has to keep E step, neither resisting

progress, nor siding with decline.

This, of course, is a high and delicate task. For it is the

lot of specifically religious expression that, while it can promote

the development of ultimate concern, the unfolding of benevolvence

and beneficence, it also can be a carrier of decline. To admit

specific expression is to admit cultural activities and social

functions in which inattention, incomprehension, unreasonableness,

and irrespionsibiliity can find their way. Just as these distort

other forma of progress, so too they distort religious development.

Then the salt loses its savor. Then the religious man neglects
Li

the beam in his own eye to fumble with the mote in his brother's.

I have agreed with secularization theology, then, in so far

as I have stressed that specifically religious expression is only

a functional part and not the whole manifestation of one's love

of God and, as well, in so far as I have granted that specific

expression can be antiquated and can be a carrier of decline.

But granting all this
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does not lead to the conclusion that Christianity should

outgrow specifically religious statements, activities, functions.
of

It has to place love and the human good aheadnreligion, the

church, theology. It has to update its structures, functions,

activities, statements. It has ever to watch and pray lest

it fall into temptation and, when it fails, it has to repent

and make amends. But I see no evidence that it has to excl , Ide

specific religious expression and thereby revert to primitivism.

In fact, not even the advocates of secular Christianity Ott

have given up technical writing and contented themselves with

global religious expression.

Christian atheism is another facet of twentieth-century
corn.%uŪ.:..rw "

dl-ig.g :na-1itiy. . It is Christian inasmuch as it experiences ultimate

concern and gives it at least. tz its primary and essential
on

expression. It t4 is atheist because/A most up-to -date

philosophies there is no way of coming to know about God.

Finally, it is Christian and atheist because it deems it

absurd to surrender ultimate concern merely because its

philosophic abilities or interests are not equal to the

task of coming to know about Godg or to believe in him.

I doubt the stability of this position, not merely because
I hold that
,r €29bel4-eve the philosophic issues can be handled, but also because,

when God is not acknowledged, ultimate concern ceases to be

other-worldly. It ceases to be ultimate. Either it is

not a total self surrender, or else it is mvSanattYniramm

total dedication to some worldly end or cause. In the former

case human living is trivialized. In the is fe-' latter it

becomes fanatical. In the former case man is alienated from

himself. In the latter he .s .̀;e spreads havoc by his passion

and his folly.
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Judgements of  Value

Judgements of value are simple or comparative. They

affirm or deny that some x is truly good or only apparently

good. Or they compare distinct instances of the truly good

to affirm or deny that one is better, or more important,

or more urgent than the other.

Such judgements are objective or merely subjective

Inasmuch as they proceed or do not proceed from a self-

transcending subject. Their truth or falsity, accordingly,

has its criterion in the authenticity or the lack of

authenticity of the subject's being. But the criterion

is one thing and the meaning of the judgement is another.

To say that,ajudgement of value is true is to say what

objectively is 4-or would be good or better. To say that
ct

'

^,t^r-^r^ct.C^v-4:.

.A judgement of value . is false is to say what objectively

is not or would not be good or better.

Judgements of value differ in content but not in

structure from judgements of fact. Theyi iffer in content,

for one can approve of what does not exist, and one can

disapprove of what does. They do not differ in structure,

inasmuch as in both there is the distinction between criterion

and meaning. In both the criterion is the self-transcendence

of the subject, which, however, is only intentional in

judgements of fact but is heading towards real self-transcendence

in judgements of value. In both the meaning is or claims

to be independent of the subject: judgements of fact state

or "''q, purport to state what is or is not so; judgements

of value state or purport to state what is or is not truly

good or really better.
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True judgements of value go beyond merely intentional

self-transcendence without reaching the fulness of real
^

M
self-transcendence. That fullness is not merely knowing but

also doing, and man can know what is right without doing it.

Still, if he knows and does not perform, either he must be

humble enough to acknowledge himself to be a sinner, or else

he will start destroying his moral being by rationalizing,

by making out that what truly is good really is not good at all.

The judgement of value, then, is itself a reality in the

moral order. By it the subject moves beyond the purely

intentional order of knowing. By , it the subject is constituting

himself as proximately capable of:real self-transcendence,

of benevolence and beneficence, of true loving.

Intermediate between judgements of fact and judgements

of value lie apprehensions of value. Such apprehensions

 t%o^na'l^.sp ^`^z $,-- fee 1 ings. ^^i th- 	 pest, to—ob^j ect ā

are given in feelings. The feelings in question are not

the already described non-intentional states, trends, urges,

that are related to efficient and final causes but not to

objects. Again, they are not intentional responses to such

objects as the agreeable or disagreeable, the pleasant or

painful, the satisfying or dissatisfying. For, while these

are objects, still they are ambiguous objects that may prove

to be truly good or 6a) bad or only apparently good or bad.

Apprehensions of value occur in a further category of
which greets either

intentional response
A
tzthe ontic value of a person or the

qualitative value of beauty, of understanding, of truth,

of noble deeds, of virtuous acts, of great achievements.

For we are so endowed that we not only ask questions leading

to self—transcendence, not only can recognize corre4t answers

0
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constitutive of intentional self-traysendence, but also

respond with the stirring of our very being when we glimpse

the possibility or the actuality of real self-transcendence.

On values, scales of k&r4f.olo6 preference, feelings and

their development, see above pp. 17-20 and 32-36.

In the judgement of value, then, three components

tSte. %,	 ,;L-tnc^ rā`'isVkn2rriil-cactio.f<fae'^ ar,

unite. First, there is knowledge of reality and especially
on

of human reality. Secondly, there 'sky are intential responses

to values. Thirdly, there is the initial thrust towards

real self-transcendence constituted by the judgement of value

itself. The judgement of value presupposes knowledge of

human life, of human possibilities proximate and remote,
probable

of theAconsequences of projected courses of action. When

knowledge is deficient, then fine feelings are apt to be

expressed in what is called moral idealism, i. e. lovely

proposals twat don't work out and often do more harm than good.

But knowledge alone is not enough and, while everyone has

some measure of moral feeling for, as the saying is, there

is honor among thieves, still moral feelings have to be
criticized,

cultivated, enlightened, strengthened, refined, Aand pruned
of oddities. Finally, the development of knowledge and the

development of moral feeling head to the existential

discovery, the discovery of oneself as a moral being,

the realization that one not only chooses between courses of

action but ci '4 also thereby makes oneself an authentic

human being or an unauthentic one. With that discovery

there emerges in consciousness the significance of personal

value and the meaning of personal responsibility. One's
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judgements of value are revealed as the door to one's

fulfilment or to one's loss. Experience, especially repeated

experience, of one's frailty or wick{kedness raises the question

of one's salvation and, on a more fundamental level, there

arises the question of God.

The fact of development and the possibility of failure

imply that judgements of value occur in different contexts.

There is the context of growth, in which one's knowledge

of human living and operating is increasing in extent,

precision, refinement, and in which one's responses are

advancing from the agreeable to vital values, from vital to

social, from social to cultural, from cultural to personal,

from personal to religious. Then there prevails an openness

to ever further achievement. Past gains are organized and

consolidated but they are not rounded off into a closed

system but remain incomplete and so open to still further

discoveries and developments. The free thrust of the

subject into new areas is recurrent and, as yet, there is

no supreme“ value that entails all others. 	 But at the

On growth, growth motivation, and neurotic needs,

see A. Maslow, Towards a Psychology of Being, Princeton, N. J.,

Van Nostrand, 1962.

summit of the ascent from theAinfantile bundle of needs

and clamors and gratifications there are to be found the

-oi deep-set joy and solid peace, the power and the vigor,

of being in love with God. In the measure that thatdgeal

is reached, then the supreme value is God, and other values

a. - h^^. ; ;	 0....^.ov^es --i`i -.N i t 1 s-^o fin	 l^o

v, } 12de^zj,ls--awht ey_a -oo--ha t^sa. .^: i.i^--ixe -cif- ^th^ $ame-
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talle v`li`ā - 	 Qf%leaTAAY "\3cr-o'pp  ā ed.' Th tr'To'vl

are God's expression of his love 'in this world, it' in its

aspirations, and in its goal. In the measure that one's

love of God is complete, then values are whatever one loves,

and evils are whatever one hates so that, in Augustine's

phrase, if one loves God, one may do as one pleases, Ama

Deum et fac auod vis. Then affectivity is of a single piece.

Further developments only fill out previous achievement.

Lapses from grace are rarer and more quickly amended.

But continuous growth seems to be rare. There are the

Prof. Maslow (op. cite, p. 190) finds self-actualization

in less than 4 of the adult population.
T
,here are the

deviations occasioned by neurotic need. /541e refusals to keep on
taking
A %fe..Yb the plunge from settled routines to an as yet unexperienced

but richer mode of living. There are the mistaken endeavors

to quieten an uneasy conscience by ignoring, belittling,

denying, rejecting higher values. Preference scales become

distorted. Feelings soured. Bias creeps into one's outlook,

rationalizations into one's morals, ideology into one's

thought. So one may come to hate the truly good, and love

the really evil. Nor is that calamity limited to individuals.

It can happen to p groups, to nations, to blocks of nations,

to mankind. It can take different, opposed, belligerent
to divide mankind and

forms,cto menace civilization with destruction. Such is the

monster that has stood forth in our day.

On ressentiment and the distortion of preference

scales, see Manfred Frings, Max Scheler, Pittsburgh and

. Louvain, 1965, chapter five.
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In his thorough and penetrating study of human action

Joseph de Finance distinguished between horizontal and vertical

liberty. Horizontal liberty is the exercise of liberty

J. de Finance, Essai sur l'agir i' tiia.:r humain, Rome,

Presses de l'Universit6 Gr āgorienne, 1962, pp. 287 ff.

from
within a determinate horizon ands,.21 the basis of a corresponding

existential stance. Vertical liberty is the exercise of liberty

that selects that stance and the corresponding horizon.

Such vertical liberty may be implicit: it occurs in responding

to the motives that lead one to ever fuller authenticity,

64) or in ignoring such t ^ motives and drifting int4 .

an ever less authentic selfhood. But it also can be explicit.
one is

Then ^w z^e responding to the transcendental notion of value,
one

by determining what it would be worth while for mento make
oneself,	 one

o± y;e171f.1 and what it would be worth while forAme to do
one's	 One works

for my fellow fellow men. toe-work, put an ideal of human reality
one dedicates oneself.

and achievement, and to that ideal Aq 1:v:dta to 	t+= ou	 Ives-..
one's	 one's

As oar/Nknowledge increases, as/.pul experience is enriched,
one's	 one's

as,a4:zr• reach is strengthened or wea kened, cor"Aideal may be

revised and the revision may recur many times.

In such vertical liberty, whether implicit or explicit,

are to be found the foundations of the judgements of value

that occur. Such judgements are felt to be true or false

in so far as they generate a peaceful or an uneasy conscience.

They`a•ra- iue• o fa-l-ao.1.`11- so-Cdr-āc- iiz--c-on'sciēnce'i th f,)
 fully.. develop)od^ ^ '

1 t^7elf-tr ansaeendi g s b je o ja 6i to e ti

vir uous a . 1 ro7,pmenWov 7e

Ari? otle, Nicomachean Ethict, T ,-'iii ,^k 110516

15---110 b -316-f f./t
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But they attain their proper context, their clarity and

refinement, only through man's historical development and

the individual's personal appropriation of his social,

cultural, and religious heritage. It is by the transcendental

notion of value and its expression in a good and an uneasy

conscience that man can develop morally. But a rounded

moral judgement is ever the work of a fully developed

self-transcending subject or, as 0 Aristotle would put it,

of a virtuous man.

w

While Aristotle spoke not of values but of virtues,

still his account of virtue presupposes the existence of

virtuous men, as my account of value presupposes the existence

of self-transcending subjects. See Aristotle, Nicomachean 

Ethics, II, iii, 4; 1105b 5-8:" Actions, then, are called

just and temperate when they are such as the just and temperate

man wouad do; but it is not the man who does these that is

just and temperate, but the:'Fin- man who also does them as

just and temperate men do them." Similarly, ibid., II, vi, 15;

1106b 36 ff.: "Virtue, then, is a state of character

concerned with choice, lying in a mean, i. e. the	 mean

relative to us, this being determined by a rational principle,

and by that principle by which the man of practical wisdom

q, would determine it." Translation by W. D. Ross in R. McKeon's
The Basic Works of Aristotle, New York , Random House, 1941,

pp. 956, 959.
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Beliefs 

To appropriate one's social, cultural, religious heritage

is largely a matter of belief. There is, of course, , much

that one finds out for oneself, that one knows simply in virtue

of one's own inner and outer experience, one's own insights,

one's own judgements of fact and of value. But such immanently

generated knowledge is but a m% small fraction of what any
immediate

civilized man considers himself to know. His Aexperience is

filled out by an enormous context constituted by reports of

the experience of other men at other places and times. His

understanding rests not only on his own but also on the experience

of others, and its developments owes little indeed to his

personal originality, much to his repeating in himself the

acts of understanding first made by others, and most of all

to presuppositions that he has taken for granted because they

commonly are assumed and, in any case, he has neither the time

nor the inclination nor, perhaps, the ability to investigate

i:29 for himself. Finally, the judgements, by which he

assents to truths of fact and of value, only rarely depend

exclusively on his immanently generated knowledge, for such

knowledge stands not by itself in some separate compartment

but in symbiotic fusion with a far larger context of beliefs.

I have treated the topic of belief more fully in Insight,

pp. 703-718.

Thus, one knows the relative positions of the major

cities in the United States. Lfter all, one has examined

maps and seen their names plainly printed besideit small circles

representing their positions. But is the map accurate?

That one does not know but believes. Nor does the map-maker
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know for, in all probabilitg, his map was just a compilation
v	 o

of the many naps of much smaller areas made by survey,rs that

had been over the terrain. Knowledge, then, of the accuracy

of the map is divided up; part is in the mind of each surveyor;

#.-know.ledger2-&.th-e-v racy-of- he ih ole^-is n--no on! s• mind,

ntirely_a--:nomten-of<the-surereyors\be -ev-ing-one-aEioth

di but the accuracy of the whole is a matter not of knowledge

but of belief, of the surveyors believing one another and the

rest of us believing the z surveyors. It may be urged, however,

that the accuracy of maps is verified in countless manners.

It is on the basis of maps that planes fly and ships sail, that

highways are built and cities are laid out, that people travel

about and that property is bought and sold. Over and over

in myriad ways transactions based on maps prove to be serf=

successful. But only a minute 	 fraction of such verifications
one's own

is a matter ofA ip2A immanently generated knowledge. It is only

by belief that one can invoke to one's support the cloud of

witnesses who also have found maps satisfactory. It is that

belief, that dependence on countless others, that is the real

basis of one's confidence in maps.

Science is often contrasted lay with belief, but the fact

of the matter is that belief plays as large a role in science

as in most other areas of human activity. A scientist's

original contributions to his subject are not belief but

knowledge. Again, when he repeats another's observations and
when he

exper4ments, Aworks out for himself the theorems needed to
• y

formulate the hypothesis, its presuppositions, and nimplications,

when he grasps the evidence for excluding alternative views,

then he	 does not believe but knows. But it would be a mistake

to fancy that scientists spend their lives repeating one  

Allielarrow	        
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another's work. They do not suffer from a pointless mania

to attain immanently generated knowledge of their`gzi „;cta.
i

On the contrary, the aim of the scientist is the advancement

of science, and the attainment of that goal is by a division

of t'a labor. New results, if not disputed, tend to be

assumed in further work. If the further work prospers,

they begin to be regarded with confidence. If the further

work runs into difficulties, they will come under suspicion,

submitted to scrutiny, tested at this or that apparent weak

point. Moreover, this indirect process of verification

and falsification is far more important than the initial

direct process. For the indirect process is continuous and

cumulative. It regards the hypothesis in all its suppositions

and consequences. It recurs every time any of these is

PCs= presupposed. It constitutes an ever increasing body

of evidence that the hypothesis is satisfactory. And, like

the evidence for the accuracy of maps, it is operative

only slightly as immanently generatd knowledge but overwhelmingly

as belief.
have been
I. ^pointing to the social character of human knowledge

and I now must Iild. invite attention to its historical character.
is

The division of labor le not only .ras among those inquir +iing

today but also ām	 .i't extends down the ages. There is

a progress in knowledge from primitives to moderns only

because successive generations began when their predecessors

left off. But successive generations could do so, only

because they ti o rwere ready to believe. Without belief,

relying solely on their own individual experience, their

own insights, their own judgement, they would have

,sditesh

0 ^_'1/4'•
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either
ever been beginning afresh, and ,tthe attainments of primitives

would never be surpassed or, if they were, then the benefits

would not be transmitted.

Human knowledge, then, is not some individual possession

but rather a common fund, from which each may draw by believing,

to which each' may contribute in the measure that he performs

his cognitional operations properly and reports their results
114t

accurately. A man learn nbt without the use of his own senses,

his own mind, his own heart, yet not exclusively by these.

He learns from others, not solely by repeating the operations

they have performed but for the most part by taking their

word for the results. Through communication and belief

there are generated common sense, common knowledge, common

science, common values, a common climate of opinion.

No doubt, this public fund mqy suffer from blindspots,
is

oversights, errors, bias. But itAwhat we have gdia got,

and the remedy for its short-comings is not the rejection

of belief and so a return to primitivism, but the critical

and selfless stance that in this as in other matters promotes

progress and offsets decline.

yic^i ,a,.^rit-i-c.al-^āi^,nce^'is̀ -n^otl..af--c-c>urse;-u,tniverēa'
,.•

	

-bt:-- N>.-one 	 th
^^ 	 ^

evex✓practised-at successzully, , for if he
/ ^

)id, etwould bāve becom 'once more an inn -t. No on^ver

	

/	 ^	 / ,	 .--'
6hould attempt unive ^sal doubt;/it thro^•ra out tr!^^Ch along with

•	 ///^	
..7/	 ..--^_,^ ror, and it le ves one ^w^.th no G^i e ^--b.^wh^ch-tzwth^^

^ ^	 ^

m g'hlt—be--ra.co`v e d,an d•.e•rr -or^^Lo iy'ied:
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One promotes progress by being attentive, intelligent,

reasonable, responsible not only in all one's cognitional

operations but also in all one's speech and writing. One

offsets decline by following through on one's discoveries.

For when one makes a discovery, when one comes to know what

one did not know before, uki^.a 	 often enough one is advancing

not merely from ignorance to truth but from error to truth.
follow

To teolawl.up on such discovery is to scrutinize the error,

tk o'ku C ov r'-1 td'-prom i s e s - --"F .hetr\yix•'r e/nowN sti--t e i-i eirny.' dam•

to uncover other connected views that in one way or another

supported or confirmed it. These associates of the error

may themselves be errors. They will bear examination. In

the measure they come under suspicion and prove to be erroneous,

one can move on to their associates, and so make the discovery

of one error the occasion of rk..-parg  purging many.
his	

1Flnatlly..r\ beeldee f 1st'2aLata- t.her ^s-, e -a.lsa —be ever^^

leelerLo ieThn	 r-s-,and p z e-s'"die'-simand f-hem--

It is not enough, however, simply to reject epe errors.

Besides the false beliefs there is the false believer.

One has to look into the manner in which one happened to

have accepted erro=neous beliefs and one has to try to

discover and correct the tirelessness, the credulity, the

bias that led one to taie mistake the false for the true.

Finally, it is not enough to remove mistaken beliefs

and to reform the mistaken believer. One has to replace

as well as remove, to build up as well as tear down.
personal and

Mere hunting for errors o Ail r -ow t1' can leave one a cultural

wreck without convictions or commitments. By far the

healthier procedure is primarily positive and constructive,

so that what is true more and more fills out one's mind,
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and what is false falls away without leaving a gap or scar.

Such, in general, is belief and now we must turn to

an outline of the process of coming to believe. rcim

-,_jThe process is possible because what is true of i elf is

not private but public, not something to be confined to

the mind that grasps it, but something independent of that

mind and so in a sense detachable and communicable. This

independence is, as already we have emphasized, the intentional

self-transcerindence involved in the true judgement of fact

and the real self-transcendence involved in the true judgement

of value. I cannot give another my eyes for him to see with,

but I can truly report what I see, and he can believe.

I cannot give another my understanding, but I can truly

report what I have come to understand to be so, and he can

believe. I cannot transfer to another my powers of judgement,

but I can report what I affirm and what I deny, and he can

believe me. Such is the first step. It is taken, not by
w

the person that beifves, but by the person whom he believes.

The second step is a general judgement of value.

It approves man's division of labor in the ac quit'; sition of
r.;

knowledge both in its historical and in its social dimensions.

The approval is not uncritical. It is fully aware of the

fallibility of believing. But it finds it obvious that

error would increase rather than diminish by a regression

to primitivism. So it enters into man's collaboration in

the development of knowledge, determined to promote truth

and to combat error.

The third step is a particular judgement of value.

It regards the trustworthiness of a witness, a so'irce,

a report, the competence of an expert,mamammamtinmttit
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the soundness C of judgement of a teacher, a counsellor, aJ

leader, a statesman, an authority. The point at issue in

each case is whether one's source was critical of his sources,

whether 114f3 he reached intentional self-transcendence in his

judgements of i,:dA fact and real self-transcendence in his

judgements of value, whether he was truthful and accurate in

his statements. Commonly such questions cannot be answered

.y...dt-r-e-o` —m-e-thkel.s	 trLthe• 	 re_ma.7y--vr4y-s'b^c..ami ǹ	 Nkn

utatio,n' of a soy rce, theme studies orhraining' of an

, ert, to characer of an , authority/and, from' these, one

k	

/	 /7	 /
an re ch a pr gumption āf nominu ''rustworthi'ness, cornpetenc

dnessa 'f judgem nt and, ' e by repeated use pf the ,,sameo)a 

by direct methods and recourse must be had to indirect. Thus,

there may be more than one source, expert, authority; they

may be independent and yet concur. Again, the source, expert,

authority may speak on several occasions; •'.̂. ,̂ statements may be

inherently probable, consistent with one another and with all

one knows from other sources, experts, authorities. Further,

other,, inquirers may have frequently appealed to the same

source, expert, authority, and have concluded to the trust-

worthiness of the source, the competence of the expert, the

sound judgement of the authority. Finally, when everything

favors belief except the intrinsic probability of the statement

to be believed, one can ask oneself whether the fault is not

in oneself, whether it is not the limitation of one's own

horizon that prevents one from grasping intrinsic probability.

^ tn3tavece-,—tt: i-o-tigr	 el-'-cani irmed o^i -d ani-61-1- s'11T
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The fourth step is the decision to 'believe. It is an

act of will, a choice, that follows upon the general and the

particular judgements of value. Already one has judged that

critically controlled belief is essential to the human good;

it has its risks but it is unquestionably better than regression

to primitivism. Just now one has judged that such and such {cam

statement is crei.dible, that it can be believed by a reasonable

and responsible person. The combination of the general and

the particular judgement yields the concl'asion that the statement

ought to be believed for, if believing is a good thing, then

what can be believed should be believed. Finally, what should

be so actually becomes so.. through an act of will, a decision

or choice.

The fifth step is the act of believing, the assent of
that results from the decision of the will.

intellect, 1 I in my own mind judge to be true the communicated

judgement of fact or of value. I do eo, not because of my own

immanently generated knowledge, for that I do not possess

in the matter in question, but because of the immanently

generated knowledge of others. i'Ioreover, my knowledge of

the immanently generated knowledge of Wehg4 others, as is

clear from the third step, is not exclusively a matter of

my immanently generated knowledge; as 14 most human knowledge

it too depends to a notable extent on further acts of belief.

Now analysis can be misleading. Without a concrete

illustration it may arouse suspicion and even make people

feel that they should never believe anything. Think, then,

of the engineer that whips out his slide rule and in a few

moments performs a long and difficult calculation. He knows

precisely what he is doing. He can explain just why the

movements of the slide yield the results_ Still the results
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are not exclusively the fruit of the gins.- B.-s	 nenakt,

engineers immanently generated knowledge. For the

markings on the rule represent logarithmic and t r trigonometric

tables. The engineer never worked out for himself such a set

of tables. He does not know but believes that such tables

are correct. Again, the engineer never checked the markings

on his rule against a set of tables. He has no doubt about

their correspondence, but the absence of doubt is due not

to immanently generated knowledge but to ig belief. Is he

acting unintelligently, unreasonably, irresponsibly? Is anyone

willing to defend the thesis that all engineers using slide-rules

should desist until each one for himself has acquired immanently

generated knowledge of the accuracy of logarithmic and

 tables and of the correspondence of h:e i ru-

the markings on their rules with the tables they have worked out

each for himsself?

The reader may ' ak„sawpr1e 	 find our account of belief

quite novel, He may be surprised both by the extent of

belief in human knowledge and by the value we attribute to it.
notwithstanding

But if he agrees with our position, his agreement may mark

an advance not from ignorance but from error to oom;n dgem

; t,.1z6a.rNI- rf hā'to.-c ā k.C'hs .mt ,/61-1w la" 1.1 o 	v

	4^c	 ^^	 .	 / ^'' i^- " ±-or, ient~ -prop^gand`ā
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/ " / i 	^	t px^	

^
difi,ions.' The" 	 with /such -ch"  ^a tr^tēgy is that i
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truth. In that case he should ask whether the error was a

mistaken belief, whether it was associated with other beliefs,

whether they too were mistaken and, if they were, whether

they were associated with still further mistaken beliefs.

As the reader will observe, this critical procedure does not

ta`ek•-bel^,^f'\o'n--pv^-s-tbadr"Nm-fs..t.a,ken=..b.e3.-lē f 	 n^

attack belief in general; it does not ask you to believe that

your beliefs are mistaken; it takes its start from a belief

you have discovered to be mistaken and it proceeds along the

lines that link beliefs together to determine how far the

contagion has spread.

y

f"-God's
-

By fait	 understand a basic

I distinguish positive a id negative,,-philosophic, historic

d con tnuously ,historic  faith.	 ,r

The evil's that afflict mankind can be so great that

m 	 despair. Nor can:-despair be warded off by empiricall

knowledge p1' (.future blessings, for the futu ,e^is not yet
/

an object of/experience. Only hope can defeat despair,
/	 ^/

a d the asis of hope,is faith in God. ;'in his existence, hi

p wer•; and his goodness.

Sū bh faith is positive"and philosophic. It is positive

f'r it affirms the existence, power, an --goodness of God.
, .	 /	 /'

is philosophic for it ,has its gro ūnd in an...4 alrea
<:.'	 /; .

&rationed ontology of the good and In a roof
— / L
,,. ____s .a---in t i^t i5 	 O7, and ,^3 '
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Faith

Faith is the knowledge born of religious love.

First, then, there is a knowledge born of love. Of

it Pascal spoke when he remarked that the heart has reasons

which reason does not know. Here by reason I would under-

stand the compound of the activities of the first three levels

of intentional consciousness, namely, of experiencing, of

understanding, and of factual judging. By the heart's reasons

I would understjand feelings that are intentional responses

to values; and I would recall the two aspects of such responses,

t-i -a-b 3-0lcā t^e'aspe ciie-Sna-s.mtrosh-s s--zr xres-aria--a -pAarreNa d

the absolute aspect inasmuch as the feeling is a recognition

of value and the relative aspect inasmuch as feelings express

preference of some values over others. Finally, by the heart

I understand'the subject on the fourth, existential level

of idtili:sellx1 intentional consciousness and in the dynamic

state of being-in-love.
Then it

Such being-in-love may be total.	 is without conditions,

reserves, qualifications. It is other-worldly, for only 	 ,
o p :Ci'i.c 4.,

idolatry would bestow it on anyone or anything asz e,i,w1A

It is a state reached through the exercise of vertical liberty,

the liberty that chooses, not among objects within a horizon,

but between different horizons. It is a state that, once

reached, is distinct from, prUt prior to, and principle of

subsequent judgements of value and acts of loving. It is

the fulfilment of man's capacity,for self-transcendence and,

as fulfilment, it brings a deep-set joy and a profound peace.

It radiates through the whole of one's living and acting,

opening one's horizon to the full, purifying one's intentional
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responses to values, rectifying one's scale of preferences,

underpinning one's judgements of value, simplifying issues by

moving them to a deeper level, and strengthening one to achieve

the good in the face of evil.

Such being-in-love is religious. Of it St. Paul spoke

when he irlf66 exclaimed that the love of God is poured forth

in our hearts by the Holy Spirit that has been given us.

Of it Paul Tillich 416v`ueV+rh spoke when he conceived the

religious man as one grasped by ultimate concern. But it

D. M. Brown, Ultimate Concern Tillich in Dialogue,

New York, Harper & Row, 1965.

is experienced in many ways. It can be the quiet under-tow
cisacp -T c 	 7"t> ,:tr tL/

of one's living that reveals itself only in a Aconviction that
trying to be holy. 	c•vru f^-:-

one cannot get out of,Glo ikrg-w'e	 i;s--tri:ghtt. Its I3 4nurtured
transitorily

by a life devoted to prayer and self-denial and can t re-direct

consciousness away from the world mediated by meaning. But

however j	 T..	 personal and intimate, it is not solitary.

It can be given to many, and the many can recognize in one

another a common orientation in their living and feeling,

in their criteria and their goals. From a common communion

with God there springs a religious community.

Community invites expression, and the expression may

vary. It may be imperative, commanding love of God above all

and love of one's neighbor as oneself. It may be narrative,

the story of the	 community's origins and development.

It may be ascetic and mystical, teaching the way towards

total other-worldly love and warning against the pitfalls

on the journey. It may be theoretical, teaching the wisdom,

the goodness, the power of God, and manifesting his intentions

0 	O
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and his purposes. It may be a compound of two or three or

all four. The compound may fuse the components into a single

balanced synthesis, or it may take some one as basic and use

it to interpret and manifest the others. It may remain

unchanged for ages, and it may periodically we ptand develop

and adapt to differenA social and cultural situations.

CAommuntt.le-e—enduzp,aelmig4ndob

Communities endure. As new members replace old,

expression becomes traditional. The religion becomes historical

in the general sense that it exists over time. But there is

a further ` sense in which a religion may be historical.

For tiny. the total loving of ultimate concern has the character

of a response. It is an answer to a divine initiative, and

the divine initiative may be not only the act of creation

but also a personal entrance into human history and a communication

of himself to his people. Such was the religion of Israel.

Such has been Christianity.

1 #-^., _,t he n-,pis--r-rot"^Ō nl-yr"t^ia--p ova r—o'%-t-o -ta.l•-loci r^g^

fcel—'on Ls-15A	 d d'2

ot`o.t y

Faith, then, takes on a new dimension. It remains

the power of total loving to reveal and uphold all that is good.

It remains the bond that unites the religious community

in mutual recognition, that directs their common judgements

of value, that purifies their beliefs. But it now becomes

harkening to the word of Emmanuel, of God with uo. The

history of its origins and developments becomes doctrine as

well as narrative. Faith is also belief. As the subject

Peed I recall Karl Rahner's classic, Hirer des Wortes,
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grasped by ultimate concern can discern others similarly

grasped, so too it can discern God's expression of his total

love.  

I have been describing faith as the eye of other-worldly

love and doctrinal faith as the recognition of God's own
personal

love. Lt:arl Such recognition is on the level of/encounter.

Its formula is Newman's device, Cor ad cor lonuitur. It is

true that God's word comes to us not immediately but only through

the religious community, but the community, as a fellowship of

love at the service of mankind ; is the sign raised up among the

nations, and its members speaking from the heart will speak

effectively to those whose hearts the Spirit fills.

Faith, then, subsists and is propac-ated on a level quite

beyond philosophy or history or human science. They are the work

of Pascal's reason, of experience, understanding, and judgement.

But faith is the eye of other-worldly love, and the love itself

is God's gift. It is on the level of 1./WIlici.6 feelings, values,

beliefs, actions, personal encounters, community existence,

,'d action ,Atradition.

However, to say that faith subsists and is propagated

on a level beyond experience, understanding, and judgement

in no way implies that faith is without experience, understanding,

or judgement. The higher levels of man's intentional consciousness

do not suppress but presuppose and complement the lower.

Without experience there is nothing for us to understand,

without understanding there is 4i-otiteA nothing for us to judge,

7S thout-d-gemen^`heren.i-s-^c-hag✓known—to-bet-valuec1-o.ved ;z-

ll'i eued ,
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without judgement we do not know and so we have nothing to

love, value, achieve. Inversely, on the positive side, the

many operations come together and cumulatively regard a single

identical object so that what is experienced is to be understood,

what is understood is to be affirmed, what is affirmed is to

be evaluated.

However, this continuity has been disregarded or denied

in recent decades, and a few clarifications may be in order

here, first, on the notion of object and, secondly, on

intersubjectivity.

First, then, God is not an object among the objects

acknowledged by positivists, empiricists, and the like; he

is not an object of natural or of human science; he is not

an object in the naive realist sense in which an object is

what is "out there" and a subject is what is "in here,"

However he is an object for intentional and (or real

self-transcendence, inasmuch as people think of him, affirm

his existence and attributes, fear, worship, love him, speak
referred

of him and praise him. For an object is simply the1Lontent

of an intentional act and the enumerated acts are intentional

and refer to God. Finally, the possibility of God being an

object within our horizon ±11 rests on the fact that our

conscious intending is unrestricted; we can ask about anything

whatever; to place God beyond our horizon would be to deny

his existence and his goodness.

Secondly, besides intending subject and intended object,
or more

there is also the intersubjective relation fir- between two lt

intending subjects. So "I" and "Thou" constitute a "We"

to make otr -=}ul "Our" plans, do "Our" work, develop "Ourselves."
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This relationship is not subject-to--object but subject-to-

subject. Now there is something similar in total and so
r ;

other-weld ly being-in-love. For it puts the existential

subject in a personal relationship to God. It is not a

relationship to God as object for it is prior to all ab

objectification whether in judgements of value or beliefs or

decisions or (be-e	 words or deeds. It is not similar to human

intersubjectivity for that is between persons withi Ā-aAhorizon,

but this being-in-love determines the horizon of total self-

transcendence by grounding the self and its self—transcendence

in the divine lover whose love makes those he loves in love
so

with him and Awith one another. Beyond human intersubjectivity,

then, there is a subject-to-subject relationship that is unique
much

and that differs from human int=rsubjectivtty.nore than it

resembles it.

Thirdly, when I think of myself, when we speak of ourselves,

then what we think and speak of is a referred content, an object.

Still that content is the subject or subjects. It is named,

accordingly, the subject as object or the subjects as object.

In like manner when total loving thinks of God, affirms him,

wor%ips him, speaks of him, God is a referred content, an object.

Still for total loving that object is the unique Subject.

-y-an	 So, we may speak of the Subject as object.

On the other hand, inasmuch as there is raised and discussed

and perhaps answered the question of God, God is a referred

content, an object. Moreover, such discussion d- 	 rot need not

presuppose total loving, and so of itself it regards God just

as object. Now between these two cases there are manifest

differences in the human subjects, for different levels of

operation are involved and the subject is more himself the
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higher the level on which he is operating. Moreover, these

differences in operation and level imply that God is g

differently apprehended in the two cases. But it does not

at once follow, as seems too often to be assumed, that

the different apprehensions regard different Gods. On the

contrary, that conclusi)n follows only when the two apprehensions,

so far from being compatible, complementary, and mutually

enriching, are so incompatible and contradictory that there

is no 1, hope of their being brought together by a process

of mutual clarification and correction.

I have attempted, then, to make clear the utterly

singular aspects of religious faith. But, at the same time,

I have argued against those that would so exploit the

singularity of faith as to exclude all continuity in religious

development and Ao separate believers / from other men as to

force them into a cultural ghetto.

It is also true, of course, that my statements have
and so more general

been confined to the deeperi\aspects of faith. But it is

the task, not of the methodologist, but of the theologian,

to to tackle the problems of determining just what believers
To

are to believe.	 the performance of that task the present

analysis i ake--pp may provide a preliminary basis and even

its very generality may have the utility of indicating the

possibility of a completely sincere y;it, honestly ecumenical

approach.

0
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Conversions and Breakdowns 

Conversion may be intellectual, moral, or religious.

Intellectual conversion is a radical &ìf-' 'ò.'

clarification and, consequently, the elimination of it

an exceedingly stubborn and misleading set of myths about

reality, objectivity, and human knowledge. It distinguishes

the world of irnmediiacy and the world mediated by meaning;
is made,'-'	 an act of

the distinctionecuxxsti it will be noted, by o meaning. It

acknowledges the reality and the priority of the world of

immediacy; but the acknowledgement, of course, is effected by

meaning. It gr-nts that without the world of i:nmediacy we

would never arrive at a world mediated by meaning; and granting

this is tht'c an act of meaning. It goes on to point out

that any questions one asks about the world of immediacy or

any answers one gives only serve to make the world of immediacy

one of the objects meant within the world mediated by meaning.

ri`c&I-pri-tiardsr,2-tjratr--a y/'hetion'`s--o c/\m‘sx.•farrir-ar ll.ci-i-tēri

	

✓Ama-y—a' .3S-E3V1Iosnc rilriata-nlc- iami wt's- sb'Nc	 ty (A

	ta es	 y-"tō^bo ne:omys,tl a e`sfi lit  	 'es n m
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Finally, it adds that any account of human knowing, d4ts criteria

of objectivity, and of the universe thereby known, must be

an account not simply of the world of immediacy but of that

world and of therprocesa from it to the world mediated by

meaning.

-rrL.br-in	 t -ifeLt.hre	 e—a	 naia- bate--sila--ph -i-l0sapb.y$

Now the cognitional myth, at least for visual Western man,

is that the real is out there now, and that objectivity is a
fir

matter of takpr'a good look. But from what has been said)
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it bw follows that among the criteria 4 of objectivity

there must be some immanent in the process biu"stetalirirl

from the world of immediacy to the world mediated by meaning.

When those criteria are ignored or rejected as merely subjective,

there arises an empiricism. When it is discovered that in fact

human knowing is anything but j16, just taking a good look,

there arises an idealism. Only when one tiZb uncovers the

intentional self-transcendence of the process of coming to know,

does a critical realism become possible.

The matter is not a mere technical p point in philosophy.

For empiricisms, idealisms, and realisms name'three totally

different horizons with no common identical objects. An

idealist never means what an empiricist means, and ū a realist
t

never means what either of them means. So an empiricist

 h3-s-i ca

i idea 'It adds t at that is What he has been say ng

]rl along; a critical rea list disagrees with both, for qua tum

heory re ers to realty as muph^ as any other verified hypothesis .

'What a'fects 11,/t ral science, more gravel /affects human

scirnce. Th basic problems of philosophy can be and-'have]
///, mostly ink ompetently,	 /"'

been all epeateddnd rehashedAwithin the more ,concrete nd
psycha-Iogy, sociology; anthrop logy,

0	 ore omplicated' contexts of,<hermeneutics, ,historiograph

ethics, rel g i ohus 6'tW
j` u

ightly ,to suppose th t this sort of thing will not,.cent(inue.

t took a vigorous and long-su 'aimed campa g 'to eliminate
0

e flat-earthērs. It will take more to ut an en91/to he

-t.y--i-s—a—ma	 ng—a — ā_lohe

dies, and theology. Nor is on
^

^

0
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will argue that quantum theory cannot be about physical reality;

it cannot because it deals not with objects as such but only

with relations between phenomena. The idealist will concur

and add that, of course, the same is true of all theories

and the whole of human knowing. The critical realist will
r'

disagree with both: any verified hypothesis probably is true,

arc, what probably
iNtrt•viAr'11

is so. To change

For the empiric st

is true rtablc refers to what in reality

the illustration, what are historical facts?

they are what was out there and capable of

being looked at. For the idealist they are mental constructions

carefully based on data recorded in 4O documents. For the

critical realist they are events in the world truly mediated

by acts of meaning. To take a third illustration, what is

a myth? There are psychological, anthropological, philosophic

answers to the question. But besides these there are also

reductionist answers: myth is a narrative about entities

not to be found within an empiricist, an historicist, an

existentialist horizon. Enough of illustrations. They can

multiplied indefinitely, for philosophic issues are universal

in scope and some form of naive realism seems to appear

utterly unquestionable to visual Western man. As soon as

he begins to speak of knowing, of objectivity, of reality,

there crops up the assumption that knowing is a sort of

looking. To be 1..0 liberated from that blunder, to discover

the intentional self-transcendence in the human process of
C<ir✓

coming to know, is to brealong-ingrained habits of thought

and speech and to acquire the 44 mastery in one's own house
that comes of knowing what onej is doing when one is knowing.

It is a conversion, a new beginning, a fresh start.
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Moral conversion changes the criterion of one's decisions

and choices from satisfactions to values. As children or

minors we are persuaded, cajoled, ordered, compelled to do

what is right. As our knowledge of human reality increases,
responses to

as our 1 6 ceptai&o.r3ahod human values are strengthened and refined,

more and more our mentors leave us to ourselves so that our

liberty may exercise its ever advancing thrust toward authenticity.

So we move to the existential moment when we discover

that our choosing affects ourselves more than the chosen objects,

and that it is up to each of us to decide for himself what he

is to make for himself. It is the time for the exercise of

vertical liberty and, then, moral conversion eoge consists

in opting for the truly good, for value against satisfaction

when value and satisfaction conflict. Such conversion, of

course, falls far short of moral perfection. Not only is

willing less than doing. One has to overcome one's
individual,
ikl.m -i ro 3, group, or general bias. One has to keep developing

On this threefold bias, see Insight, pp. 218-242.

one's knowledge of human reality and potentiality in the	 (decline.
One has to keep distinct its elements of progress andAdecalaT

existing historical situation.^ One has to keep scrutinizing

one's intentional responses to values and their implicit

scales of preferences. One has to listen to criticism

and protest. One must remain ready to learn from others,

for moral knowledge is the ̀possession only of ":l ne

morally good men and, until one has 	 r'l merited that title,

one V4 has still to advance and to learn.
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Religious conversion is being grasped by ultimate

concern. It is other-worldly falling in love. It is total

and permanent self-surrender without conditions, qualifications,

reserves. But it is such a surrender, not as an act, but as
^l^uG

a dynamic state distinct from, prior to, principle of subse-
a in retrospect 4

quent acts. It is revealed as an under-tow of existential

consciousness, as a fated acceptance of a vocation to holiness,

as an increasing passivity in prayer. It is interpreted

differently in d':.lt=z'.ei:tt the context of different religions.

For Christians it is the love of God poured forth in our

hearts by the Holy Spirit that has been given to us.

It is the gift of grace, and the distinction is drawn between

operative and cooperative grace. Operative grace is the

replacement of the heart of stone by a heart of flesh, a

replacement beyond the horizon of the heart of stone.

Cooperative grace is the heart of flesh becoming effective

in good works through human liberty. Operative grace is

religious conversion. Cooperative grace is the effectiveness

of conversion, its full and complete transformation of

the whole of one's living and feeling, one's thoughts, words,

deeds.

of operative grace may p found in my
A fuller treatmentt^a, ;3.'o.erwnd is __ .

t .T amas^laq zinū a- - !^Jn6W- s,t,h time Lfo -- all-400dL-me4

"St. Thomas' Thought on Gratia operans," Theological Studies,

2(1941) 289-324; 3(1942) 69-88, 375-402, 533-578.

0

0
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Lm l c^ nv'eizaci t-fro*s"`bey:en

As intellectual and moral conversion, so also religious

conversion is a modality of self-transcendence. Intellectual

conversion is to truth attained by intentional self-transcendence;

d moral	 conversion is to values apprehended, affirmed,

and realized by a real self-transcendence; ,to religious

conversion is to a total being-in-love as the efficacious

ground of all self-transcendence whether in the pursuit of

truth or in the apprehension, affirmation, and realization

ta44,414b4A of human values or in the orientation man adopts

to the universe, its ground, and its goal.

Because intellectual, moral, and religious conversions

all have to do with g5t:1 self-transcendence, it is possible,

when all three occur within a single consciousness, to

conceive their relationships in terms of sublation. This

means that, if one takes moral conversion as higher than

The meaning s Karl Rahner's rather than Hegel's. See

K. Rahner, Hirer des Wortes, M ūnchen, Kesel, 1963, p. 40.

as
intellectual, and religious conversion1

n
higher than moral,

then the higher goes beyond the lower, introduces something new

and distinct, puts everything on a new basis yet, so far
needs it,

from interfering with the lower or destroying it, Aincludes

it, preserves all its proper features and properties, and carries

them forward to a fuller realization within a richer context.

So moral conversion goes beyond the value, truth, to values
a new, existential

generally; it promotes the subject m to tbzL4lew,k level of

consciousness and establishes him as an originating value;

but this in no way interferes with or	 weakens his devotion
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he
to truth. He still needs truth, for -spa must apprehend

cvnd.	 he"'
reality Areal potentiality before of can respond to its

value. The truth he needs is still the truth attained in

accord with the gt exigences of rational consciousness.

But now his pursuit of it is all the more meaningful and
and plays an essential role in,

significant because it occurs within ^the far richer context
of the pursuit of all values. 	 Similarly,`iDO.g religious

conversion goes beyond moral. Questions for intelligence,

for reflection, for deliberation reveal the eros the human

spirit, its capacity and its desire for self-transcendence.

But that capacity meets fulfilment, that desire turns to

joy, when religious conversion transforms the existential

subject into Vac subject in love, tneAsubject held, grasped,

possessed, owned through a total and so other-worldly love.

There is then a new basii for all valuing and all doing good.

In no way are the fruits of intellectual or moral conversion
human

negated or diminished; on the contrary, all/ ` pursuit of the
true and the good is included within and furthered by a

context and purpose and, as well, there now
cosmiciiar	 : n&-nov-ih `accrues to man the power of

to enable him
loveNto accept the suffering involved in undoing the effects

of decline.

It is not to be thought, however, that religious

conversion means no more than af: new and more efficacious

ground for the pursuit of intellectual and moral ends.
f

Religious loving is without qualiAlcations, reserves, conditions.

Ī̂ i^'^a=o^.c-t' r  .s i	 ',^	 d1^^.^nc^-w^-.k^4^^tu:ne^-far -a12

This lack of limitation, though it corresponds to the

unrestricted character of human questioning, does not

	

a^'ra-to^tkri,s-off ^th.^ s^^or1`--^is^`a-ome e'`t-erl^ib'le 	 aria

a\tranee-r-.arLo-pe-ring,out. ta-erbe.olu-t'ē`valus-,-a--zespo-nse•--of
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pertain to this world. Holiness abounds in moral goodness

but it has a distinct dimension of its own. It is other-worldly

fulfilment, joy, peace, bliss; in Christian experience these

are the epiphenomena of a being-in-love that is the gift of

a loving if mysterious and uncomprehended God. Sinfulness

similarly is distinct from moral evil; it is theb privation

of total loving, a radical lovelessness. It can be hidden

by ureta.l N—a1 e vf3.diali-'t'yy-b-y✓'ablaci pt`tantiti 't hil

by sustained superficiality, by evading ultimate questions,

by absorption in all that the world offers to challenge
bodies, and to distract

our resourcefulness ^:d to relay, our,bo -dies,-arid our minds.
But escape may not be permanent	 ' `

o r	 .trop-teAv4and then instead of ful,ilment there

is unrelt st, instead of joy there is fun, instead of peace

there is disgust, a depressive disgust with oneself 3xd or

a manic, hostile, even violent disgust with mankind.

RSI.g.i ' s	 erienc-e\ ^	 o d -with.•-the-a-±terna'tLon

f -gl dulness a d -`hol ,iness. Sin is/not a descent but a f41,
/	 /

defileme	 that /eaves the dliner unclean, an object

how the way/from death  to resurrect o ; from estrangement

o acceptance ,, from offence to reconciliation, that will
/

m ke manifest thej lōve that/can change lovele mess to

w

a

rid fora ood God to exist. ,Moralitycan be ch `llenged

oathi	 separated from

lt calls for a/mediato

d, rejected, an outcast.

inspired by'love, that

/
7

Besides conversfiops there ire breakdowns. Religion /

c-n be cl 'llenged/a's/illusi O : therezis/too ryu'ch evil in/the

hypoc lsy, pretentiousness, sentiientality^an ignorance
o -pa	 logy.,,//of-= iology, of/human engineering,.-A	o the world a it is, ,nf the .way thingvin fact - have zorked

out in the past and, for/a11 we know, will work out it the

fu•ture - .-=ēworld mediated.- 'y nean.ing ca berji.shed=^



Religious conversion is from sinfulness to holiness,

from radical lovelessness to other-worldly being-in-love,

from captivity to the powers of darkness to redemption and

liberation in the kingdom of God. It is the new beginning

that looks back on sin with the eyes of D6 ,15erfaincEi

contrition. Sin is not just moral fault, but a detestable

offence against the goodness of God. The fact that I have

sinned calls forth both regret and sorrow for the past

and the firmest purpose not to sin in the future. But
v

can such detestation, such sorrow, such purpose change anything?

The Christian answer is the mediating death and resurrection

of Christ, for "in Christ God was t reconciling the world

to himself" (2 Cor 5, 19).

Besides conversions there are breakdowns. What has
so

been built up so slowly and t laboriously by the individual,

the society, the culture, can c 1sYs ,oel collapse.
neither

Intentional self-transcendence is »t,.,an easy notion
datum

to grasp nor a readily accessible t\ Dket of consciousness to

be verified. That the real is what you feel, may be crude
ti' r 1V'-c.t ma..

but it is convincing. Values have a certain esoteric
can they outweigh.

imperiousness, butorttif carnal pleasure, of wealth, 1111
0	 power? Religion undoubtedly had its day, but is not that

day over? Is it not an i i1 iiti illusory comfort for

weaker souls, an opium distributed by the rich to quieten

t	 the poor, a mythical projection of man's own excellence

into the sky?	 e-much-o.f.. -tea	 ,kr v.ls-k	 n-; :,ot.--Py

:mma^tant.l;^^ .'}e t,ed- owled e,' iut by- elief' ,hāt

Ic gaelt,a.s--hizv^only-tō 15'.. -taken le-r otībl orr--dgGbt.

n;;-a-n-dā 	 e-r -s`	 be-awaited" i-n-v'ain..>

0
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Initially, not all but some religion is pronounced

illusory, not all but some moral precept is rejected as

ineffective and :z useless, not all truth but some type of

metaphysics is condemned as mere talk. The negations may

be true, ream an effort to offset decline. They may be

false, the beginning of decline. In - the latter case some
part of past cultural achievement is being destroyed.

It will cease being a familiar component in cultural

experience; it will recede into a forgotten past for historians,

perhaps, to rediscover and reconstruct. Moreover, this

elimination of 
a

 Apart means that a previous whole has been

mutilated, that some balance has been upset, that the remainder

will become distorted in an effort to fill the vacuum, to take

over the functions once performed by the part that has been

dropped. Finally, such elimination, mutilation, distortion

will have to be ardently admired as the forward march of

progress; and while they may give rise to objective grounds

for further criticism, that can be met by still more progress

by way of still more elimination, mutilation, distortion.

Once a process of dissolution has begun, it tends to perpetuate

itself. Nor is it confined to some single, uniform course.

Different nations, different classes of society, different

ggi age-groups can select different parts of past achievement

for elimination, different mutilations to be effected, different

distortions to be provoked. Increasing dissolution will then

be matched by increasing divisions, incomprehension, suspicion,

distrust, hostility, hatred, violence. The body social is

torn apart in many ways, and its cultural soul has been

rendered incapable of reasonable convic'.ons and responsible

commitments.
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For convictions and commitments rest on judgements of

fact and judgements of value. Such judgements, in turn,

rest largely on beliefs. For few, indeed, are the people

that, pressed on almost any point, must not shortly have

recourse to what they have believed. But such recourse can

be efficacious only when believers present a solid front,

only when intellectual, moral, religious skeptics are a

small and, as yet, uninfluential minority. But their

numbers can increase, their influence can mount, their voices

can take over the book market, the educational system, the

mass media. Then believing begins to work not for but against

intellectual, moral, religious self-transcendence. What
%act. 4c'-e,,i

wry an uphill but universally respected course collppes

into the peculiarity of an outdated minority.

Conclusion 

Immediate to each: of us is oneself as subject of

intentional consciousness on its experiential, intellectual,

rational, and existential levels. In the present chapter
been

we have appealing to that immediacy, either individually

or in successive generations of groups, to clarify and
a	 t

interrelate t «r set of notions relevant to a characterizaion

of horizons, of their differences, of the changes they

undergo. NTach-could-be--added : --But; aa -befits -a -book

nn-- -tre-o-:6 1 C` ,i `tomd ; ma ma iin+` n t_e_e_f f vrt ha-sz.heen'-tp-
j	 t:le--beg_.nnings--of

d-i-c-a-tre—a---c-0-1.4e-r-ste--oc—ae-x-t---rdr—i-n-Cfakry—i-le--11-Es-/-02 -

catA	 . t e^ ^; lIrs ht	 qt^z=tit-3ē,-

;,
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•

Much could be added. But all that would added from

outer experience pertains, not to method, but to history or
and rat iona 1 levels ,

field-work. What would be added on the intellectual1^	 ;

X has been broadly sketched in my earlier work, Insight.

So attention has concentrated on ' the existential level,

on moral and religious questions, and their connection with

the human good. In this I suppose there is nothing that

-'..gi3tt. not. be —improvbd—ire- every- way but.,_. as -we-11,- -there- are(

no--d -oabt—poiats"ifiliN Irtcri—some," —et. --re 	 pt. efer<sonet -1ipg
,le:s✓s" 5211alte--wh e--othesr would d ire som-eAāth mōrē d*e-fI— .te.

might not be improved in every way. ūimbara But such is

the common lot. What may provoke more specific complaints

lies in views I have expressed in the fields of ethics and

religion. It may be objected that a methodologist sho'ald

be less determinate and, from the opposite quarter, it may

be objected that a Catholic theologian should be more so.

Difficulties of this type had best, I think, be left to

smooth;ng effects of 
.Y

	the passage of time. Successive

teachers and writers Will go over the ground repeatedly

and the happy mean, missed on the first try, is sure to be

found by the nth.
•
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